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LIFE IN CIVIL WAR EAST TEXAS
RALPH A. WOOSTER
93
On March 2, 1861, exactly twenty.five years after Texas declared her
independence from Mexico, the secession convention meeting in Austin an-
nounced that the voters of the state had overwhelmingly approved an ordi.
nance of separation and that Texas was no longer a member of the union
of American states. Quickly the convention moved to formalize the vote of
the people to pass an ordinance uniting Texas with the newly formed
Confederate States of America. l This action marked the beginning of a
four year struggle by the people of Texas and her sister Southern states to
establish an independent Southern nation extending from the Atlantic on
the east to the Rio Grande on the west.
The work of the secession convention was warmly applauded through-
out most of the state. In some areas, especially in the north central coun.
ties of the Red River country and in the German settlements of central
Texas, there were misgivings, and a few state leaders, notably Governor
Sam Houston, refused to recognize the new Confederate government, but
on the whole secession was popular with the people of Texas. In the east-
ern portion of the state, scene of the rich cotton lands, coastal prairies,
and rustling timbers as well as the urban port of Galveston and its
new, growing inland rival Houston, the withdrawal was an occasion for
rejoicing. Only one East Texas county, Angelina, cast a majority of her
votes in the popular referendum against secession and much of the im-
petus for secession had come from East Texas political leaders such as
Hardin R. Runnels, O. M. Roberts, and T. Jefferson Chambers.2 In most
towns of East Texas militia units paraded noisily, cannon boomed and
flags were waved by the enthusiastic citizenry. In Galveston, commercial
outlet for the cotton trade, British consul Arthur Lynn noted that the at-
mosphere was "one of joy and congratulation that they can now free them-
selves from a connection which had been injurious to their interests."3
Everywhere there was a spirit of enthusiasm, excitement, and optimism
that t.he war would be short and that the South would at last be free
from Northern oppression.·
In the next few weeks there were scenes throughout the state of re-
cruiting, enlisting, and drilling new troops. In many towns whole com-
panies were mustered in at once as were the W. P. Lane Rangers, who
were sworn in at a public ceremony witnessed by hundreds of enthusiastic
townspeople in Marshall.~ Others enlisted singly as did Beaumonter Wil-
liam A. Fletcher, who was so eager to volunteer that he rushed immediately
to Houston to offer his services;
I was on the roof .of a two-story house putting on the finishing
course of shingles [Fletcher wrote in his memoirs] when Captain
William Rogers came by and reported war declared and the fall
of Fort Sumter. The news was brought from Sabine Pass by an
up-river steamer that had just landed, and it made me very nerv.
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ous thinking of the delay of completing the roof might cause me
to miss a chance to enlist, so I worked and talked and soon had
the roof finished, and made an agreement with RogeJ"s that I
would take the train the next dl&Y for Houston, and Galveston if
necessary, and find some way of enlisting, he paying one-half the
expense, which he did.
So I boarded a flatcal' at the appointed time, and in the course of
several hours made Liberty; from there I pumped my way to
Houston on a hand car.G
As a border state Texas escaped many of the ravages of war borne by
her sister states of the Southern Confederacy, Although over 60,000 Tex-
ans served in the military forces of the Confedl'l'8c r, :md although her ban-
ners were carried on distant battlefields by such distinguished units as
Hood's Bligade, Terry's Texas Rangers, WalkeJ"'s Division, and Polignac's
Brigade, most of the state escaped military invasion and was spared the
pangs of destructive battle. This does not mean that the war had no ef-
fect on the state, however, as the four years of military hostilities caused
11 severe interruption in the everyday life of Texans during the conflict.
Certainly this was most pronounced in the case of those 60,000 or more
Texans who wore the gray and served on far.flung battlefields, but it was
also true of those who remained within the state during the four years
of war.
As the section of the state closest to the scene of the heaviest fighting,
East Texas was probably affected more by the W3l' than the rest of the state.
Not only was this section the center of numerous governmental and mili-
tary activities of the Trans-Mississippi Department as well as the Missouri
government in exile, but also it was the area which received large num-
bers of refugees from the war-torn areas of Louisiana and AI'kansas. In
addition, it was the site of two major Confederate prison camps, Camp
Groce near Hempstead and Camp Ford near Tyler, several iron foundries,
several salt works, an ordnance works, and the most important military
engagement fought in Texas during the Civil War-the battle of Sabine
Pass.7
No area of East Texas life was more affected by the war than that of
transportation. The outbreak of fighting stopped all I'ailroad building for
seven years and difficulties in maintaining rolling stock caused others to be
abandoned.8 So badly hurt were the Texas railroads that none of them
paid dividends during the war. In one case, General John B. Magruder,
district commander for Texas, tore up much of the Eastern Texas Road
and the Beaumont-Orange segment of the Texas &: Northern Oklahoma
Road for coastal fortifications, And in another instance several miles of
track between Swanson's Landing and Jonesville in East Texas were
taken up and relaid eastward from Marshall to Waskom for military pur-
poses.e
Stage coach lines continued to operate in all of the state but the coaches
were usually overcrowded and behind schedule. Colonel Arthur Fremantle
of the British Coldstream Guards who toured Texas during the Civil War
noted that the coach he rode near Houston contained eighteen passengers
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by the end of the trip and that the coach he rode in Northeast Texas had
to stop just outside the town of Rusk so that all passengers could get out
and cover the biggest holes in the bridge with planks.'"
Accommodations for the traveler in Civil War East Texas were some-
times quite poor. Chaplain Nicholas Davis reported many kindnesses were
llhown in 1861 while troops of Hood's Brigade were camped along Buffalo
Bayou at Houston,1I and Private Dunbal' Affleck, traveling from his home
near Brenham to Houston, stayed with a lady who gave him a lunch and
invited him to return, saying her home was always open to soldiers. '2 But
most travelers were not so fortunate. Kate Stone, a young refugee fl'om
Louisiana, reported that on her trip from Monroe, Louisiana to Lamar
County in the Red Ri\'el' country she had to camp out along the way. Her
experience in East Texas led her to write a relative in Louisiana "never
to come to Texas for pleasure, but if forced to come to covel' herself with
:\ thin coat of tar to protect herself from the myriads of insects along the
road." She went on to declare that East Texas was the headquarters for
"ticks, redbugs, fleas by the millions, and snakes gliding through the grass
by the hundreds" and to report that she was always afraid at night she
would "feel the sting of a tarantula or centipede."13 On another trip from
Tyler to Lamal' County, she and her mother spent the night at a house
that was pretty and white on the outside, but filthy on the inside. She
reported that they ..tried to eat without seeing or tasting and to sleep
without touching tne bed." They were given coffee, "a horrid decoction
of burnt wheat and milk without sugar, in saucers and water in the halves
of broken bottles." Kate concluded that she had surely "found the dark
corner of the Confederac)•. "
Traveling in Civil War East Texas presented many special problems.
There were so many refugees and travelers that a Houston editor WI'ote
that the hotels were filled from attic to basement. He went on to state
that "Texas may be sparsely populated, but we have seen enough people
during the last few weeks to whip any Yankee force that may be sent
here."'~ Usually it was necessary fOl' the traveler to share hotel rooms
that often lacked in comforts and cleanliness. Colonel FI'emantle found
Houston crowded with refugees from Galveston but l'epol'ted that as a
great favor to a foreign visitor he was allowed a bed to himself; all "other
beds in the room had two occupants each," he noted.'" At CI'ockett, how-
ever, Fremantle was not so fortunate. Here he shared a bed with a Lou-
isiana judge, a bed which FremantJe found so filthy that he and the judge
slept with their boots on. In Rusk FremantJe was able to ~et a single bed
through the influence of a friend, but noted it was not "inviting enough to
induce me to remove my c1othes."IT He did, however, find the food in East
Texas satisfactory, reporting that he was served pork 01' bacon, bread
made with Indian corn and "a peculiar mixture called Confederate coffee,
made of rye, meal, Indian corn or sweet potatoes,"
Train travelers shared some of the same difficulties as those who jour-
neyed by stage. An army Burgeon traveling from Houston to Beaumont
in 1864 reported there was no fire in the railroad cars and "to make mat-
ters worse the cars ran over a cow It run off the track which made us in
the night getting to Beaumont." Arrival in the city brought no improve-
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ment in his comfort-he found the townspeople would not get up, 10 he
had to "bunt up wood " make a fire" and then spread his blanket. on the
floor of the station and sleep there.18
Those who stayed at home had as many, if not more, problems as tht'
traveler. In nearly every community there was a shortage of houses; this
was especially true of areas along the coast and along the Louisiana and
Arkanaaa state lines as thousands of refugees pc'ured into the interior.
ThoDl88 North, a traveler from the Midwest, reported tbere was a general
evacuation of no'n-combatants from Galveston Island resulting in a "gen-
eral stampede of people and valuables up country:'u And Mary Elizabeth
MUll('Y in her recent study of Confederate refugees notes that thousands
came from Louisiana and Arkansas to East Texas to escape the ravages
of war.ZO Tyler, Rusk, Marshall, and Corsicana were the principal depots
for refugees in the interior, while Houston was the main refugee center
along the coast.
The addition of thousands of refugees and the effect of the Union
blockade caused a number of shortages in East Texas. Although cases of
serious food shortages were rare, there were shortages of many specific
commodities, especially those which formel'ly had be!'n imported. Coffee
was a particularly cherished item that was always in demand. Colonel
FremanUe noted "the loss of coffee atRicts the Confederates even more
than the 1088 of spirits," He also obsel'ved that ..they exercise their in-
genuity in devising substitutes, which are not gennally vny successful.''Z'
Among the many substitutes used, com coffee was favored in East Texas.
Substitutes for tea were made from various types of leaves, especially
the yaupon which some said tasted almost like imported Asian tea. Not
all were 10 impressed with yaupon tea, however; ~ne Union prisoner of
war who tasted it declared it produced "a burning sensation" in the
stomach, And anothel' 'observel' refenerl to its "unpleasant medical ef-
fects."22
The shortage of manufactured goods grew as the war continued. Most
manufactured goods, especially clothing, had been imported from Europe
or the North before the war, Now, East Texans had to pl'Oduce their
clwn goods, The 13I"gest cloth factory developed du!"ing the war was at
the gtate penitentiary at Huntsville, whel'e over 200 convicts turned out
nearly 6,000 yards of cloth daily, but throughout East Texas women were
urged to spin their own cloth, an art commonly practiced earlier but which
had become less common in the 1850's, Newspapt'r editors encouraged
home weaving, competition between t.he women was encouI'aged, and Gov_
unol' Francis R. Lubbock was inaugurated in a homespun suit in 18G1.~"
Shoes were also badly needed, A news it~m in the Galvl'ston paper for
October, 1862, descI'ibes how one man tanned his 0"11 II';1thl'l' by Jlutting
the hides in ashes and water to removt' the hai r; they wne thl'n put in a
solution of oak bark that had been boiled and cooleJ .Jntil warm. Accord-
ing to the writer the leather produced was soft and pliant, but l'vidently
home tannin~ was never too popular as prices of shot's and boots continued
to rise in E'ast Texas."
..
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War time needs stimulated some industries already established and en-
couraged the development of others. Salt works in Cherokee, Van Zandt
and Smith counties did a thriving' business. There was an ordnance works
at Tyler, jug factories in Rusk and Henderson counties, and iron foundries
in Anderson, Cass, Henderson, Harrison, Cherokee, Marion, Nacogdoches,
and Smith counties.15
East Texans were called on to use their ingenuity to find substitutes
for many small pel1lOnalitems that were formerly imported. The editor
of the Clarksville Standard described a substitute for soda which could
easily be produced. This consisted of adding ashes of corn cobs to boiling
water, allowing to stand a minute, then pouirng off the liquid which could
be used at once with an acid such as sour milk or vinegar. According to
the editor "it makes a bread as light almost as snow."28 Another editor
noted that a homemade glue was "far superior to the common imported
glue," but failed to describe how it could be made.2f Substitutes for ink
were easily found and made of the bark of dogwood, oak, pomegranate
rinds, elderberries, or green persimmons.28 Shoe blacking was also scarce
dUling the war but one writer told of making blacking from chinaberries
and in her diary Kate Stone deScribed a homemade blacking just as shiny
as the old blacking.211
Just as East Texans had to improvise and find substitutes for food and
everyday items, so, too, did they find substitutes for medicines, and again
they received assistance from the newspaper editors. Most medicines had
been imported before secession and there were never enough available dur-
ing the war. Quinine was almost indispensable, since malaria and other
fevers were common in the lower South.30 Many substitutes were at-
tempted; the dogwood berry seemed to be superior to most. One newspaper
editor claimed it had been used successfully a number of times and urged
Texans to gather and dry the berries for future use. Another editor in-
cluded a remedy for the "flux," which he stated could be cured by drinking
at intervals sage tea with red pepper stirred into it.31
Fortunately, the general health of East Texans was fairly good during
the war except for the usual fevers in the coastal areas. In September,
1862, 50·60 cases of yellow fever were reported at Sabine Pass, of which 25
patients died; eight cases were reported at Beaumont and one at Orange.
There were 30-40 cases of yellow fever in Houston and 8-10 deaths by the
end of October, 1862. Again in September, 1864, yellow fever was re-
ported in epidemic at Galveston and Houston; quite a few had died and
all men on furloughs were ordered to remain at home. Small pox was also
prevalent in the coastal area; in December, 1863, residents of Houston
were urged to take every precaution against the disease. And an army
surgeon at Beaumont reported a number of cases of "Congestion" in the
summer of 1864.32
Although there were hardships, shortages, and epidemics during the
war, there were gayer 'times as well. In the early part of the war the
traditional spas and watering places continued to receive visitors. The
management of the Dalby Springs Hbtel in Bowie County, for example, con~
tinued to operate and' advertise for visitors during the summer season of
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1861.33 And the Dallas Herald in July, 1861, announced the opening of a
TIE'W watering place, "Pleasant Springs" in Grimes County. According to
t.hE' E'ditor of the Herald the "accommodations are excelJent" and the waters
"possess curative properties second to "none in the State."H
In the towns there were theaters, concerts, military balls, and benefit
shows staged for the aid for refugees and orphans. Many towns had
soldier's aid societies which provided entertainment and dances to raise
funds to aid Confederate soldiers and their families.33 Houston even held
n children's fair for the benefit of the soldier's home and according to
1he editor of the Telegraph raised $1,000.36
One new fOlm of entertainment was provided by Union prisoners. An
account is given by one who was captured nE'ar Boston in East Texas, a
town which he described as a "hard place" and one in which shooting
scrapes were commonplace. According to this account the presence of
Union prisoners was a novelty and their stay at the courthouse was "a
FOUrCe of interest and entertainment" for the citizens who came to see
them and ask questions.57
In areas near almy camps in East Texas there was more entertainment
and amusement than usual. Horse races, dances, and dinners were ex-
tended by the local citizenry to Confederate officers and enlisted men alike.
One cavalryman, Private Dunbar Affleck of Brenham, who was stationed
near Mt. Zion late in the war, wrote to his mother that there was one
"frolic and dinner" after another and after several weeks in the area re-
ported "I want now to leave this place, and go over on the Brazos as SOOI1
(os possible, the people here intend giving us another frolic next week if
we remain here that long, but I hope for that reason we wont stay, because
I never was so worn out in my life before."38 Affleck also reported that
a new sport, gander pulling, was a common amusement in East Texas, al-
though some of "the ladies did not like pulling at the old gander, it was too
cruel for them."58
The lengthening shadow of military defeat on fields of distant battle,
however, had its effect upon life in East Texas. Every Confederate defeat
beyond the borders of Texas---Price's cavalry disaster in Missouri in late
1864, Sherman's capture of Savannah in December~ausedincreased anxi-
ety in the state. Newspaper editorials in early 1865 urged East Texans to
remain film and General John B. Magl1Jdel', commander of the district
of Texas, calJed upon his soldiers to stand by their colors. Governor Pen-
dleton Murrah asked Texans to keep up the struggle and General Edmund
Kirby Smith, commander of the Trans-Mississippi Department, declared he
would fight on.40 But news of Lee's surrender in April, folJowed by that
of Joe Johnston in North Carolina, made further resistance appear futile.
On May 15, troops at Galveston mutinied and took off for home. At the
same time other garrisons along the coast showed an open disregard for
discipline. Again newspapers called for discipline and both Magruder
e.nd Smith tried to restore order, but it was too late.41 When Smith
reached HuntsvilJe on his trip southward to restore order he found mobs
of soldiers crowding the road with no thought but to return home. By
the time he reached Houston he found himself a general without an army.
In late May, Smith heard that his chief of staff had already surrendered
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the Trans-Mississippi Department at New Orleans and that the formal
•.erms of surrender were being brought to Galveston for his signature.
There was little he could now do. On June 2, with "Prince John" Magru-
der at his side, Smith boarded the Union ship in Galveston harbor and
signed the surrender terms.t2 Ahead were the long months of Reconstruc-
tion. The Civil War was over.
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If William Henry David Murray had been gi....en a choice as to the placf:
and time of his birth, it is unlikely that he would ha....e selected either the
small Texas frontier village called Toadsuck Community or the Recon-
struction year of 1869. But such was the fate of the man who would bear
the sobriquet "Alfalfa Bill" during most of his adult life. This third son
I)f Uliah Dow Thomas Murray and Bertha Elizabeth Jones Murray became
a major force in the political life of his adopted state of Oklahoma. He
served as president of the Oklahoma Constitutional Con....ention and was
one of the principal authors of the resulting document. Desiring to guar-
antee the fulfillment of this instrument, he became Speaker of the House
of Representatives during the first state legislative session. During the
administration of Woodrow Wilson, Oklahoma ....oters twice sent Murray
to Congress. A candidate for governor four times, Murray was elected
in 1930. The political machinations of "Alfalfa Bill," including an abor-
tive race for the presidential nomination in 1932, became familiar to the
nation at large, which often laughed at this pr0duct of the Texas frontier
and his anachronistic behavior.
In the 1870's and 1880's north central Texas developed as an agricul-
tural region of small farmers. Primarily a prairie region, there were also
atands of timber along the Red River and the upper reaches of the Trinity
River. Land prices remained low as improved land sold for ten to twenty-
five dollars an acre.1 That the area was still frontier in nature is illus-
trated by the Kiowa and Comanche Indian raid of May 17, 1871, on the town
of Jacksboro, west of "Alfalfa Bill's" birthplace.~
At the time of William Henry David's birth on No....ember 21, 1869, the
Murray family lived in 3 crude, one-room, slab-sided house of undressed
pine.! Uriah Murray worked in a grist mill owned_by his father_in-law in
the town of Collinsville, near Toadsuck. A Scotsman, Uriah was born in
Tennessee in 1839, and had moved to Texas in 1852.~ His wife, Elizabeth,
had borne two sons, John Shade in 1862, and George Thomas in 1867, and
1\ daughter who died in infancy. When William was only two years old
his mother gave birth to another son, Robert. Traged}' stalked the Murray
family for both mother and baby soon died.s After the death of Elizabeth
Murray, the boys were taken to the Collinsville home of their maternal
grandparents, the Jones family, where they lived for two years. II
On February 9, 1873, Uriah remarried, and the Murray brothers found
that their lives had taken a new turn. Their new mother, the widow Mollie
Green of Montague, Texas, had a daughter, Etta, by her previous marriage
and seems to have been a deeply religious woman. The Murray brothers
disliked their foster mother and resented the work she required them to
do.T Th enlarged Murray family moved to Montague, a small town west
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of Collinsville, where Uriah worked in a mill and tilled a few acres of
ground.s Apparently Uriah Murray found it difficult to make a finan-
cial success in the mill for he also worked as a sawyer and then opened
a small butcher shop and grocery.9
Mollie Murray, a large corpulent woman, spent many hours pouring
forth her religious faith to her family. Mollie and Uriah had seven chil-
ciren of their own, and this large brood aided their father in his butcher
shop. Mollie's religious proclivities severely restricted the activities of
young William and his brothers. "Alfalfa Bil" would remember his child-
hood as an unhappy time of hiding, pretending to be lost, of having "stom-
ach worms," and of looking forward to visits with his grandparents in Col-
linsville.10 Uriah Murray often spent time with the boys, trying to teach
them their numbers and to read, for they rarely attended school.
At the age of seventeen the eldest son, Jchn Shade, left home. When
he returned eighteen months later, he found the younger brothers very un-
happy about the strict rules of their stepmother. William Henry had
been working in the local brickyard and desired to go with his older
brother when John Shade again departed. On September 18, 1881, the
three boys told their parents they were going to church, but then ran
away.ll
The twelve-year-old William Henry David Murray, or Henry as he was
generally known, found running away a great adventure. Riding- a pony
and an old horse, the three boys went to Wise county where they picked
cotton and cut wood. After wandering from one job to another they found
work with the Loper family at seven and a half dollars per month.12 Ed
Loper and his wife took young Henry into their home, and Murray would
later refer to Mrs. Loper as the only mother he ever knew.13 Henry left
the comforts of the Loper home to work in a brickyard in Aurora. Find-
ing that his fellow workers were horse thieves, he went to Keeter and got
t. job cutting wood to fuel the furnace of a cotton gin.
At Keeter he attended the local school and lived with the teacher, a Mr.
Merrill, and his family. William Henry took part in the literary society
and its debates, but his early education was extremely limited. He skipped
McGuffey's First Reader and never finished the Second or the Third. Be-
tween crops, or in the summer, the Murray boys attended rural one.room
schools for sessions of two or three weeks. Henry learned the alphabet in
Sunday School where the Blueback Speller or McGuffey's Reader served
as text.H Henry returned occasionally to the home of Ed Loper, who ad-
monished him to pay his debts, drink his whiskey straight, and vote the
Democratic ticket.u
While attending school in Keeter, Murray heard of a new school at
Springtown in Park County, ten miles away. His thirst for -knowledge
was such that he sold the few possessions he har!. been able to accumulate
and left for Springtown.
College Hill Institute had been founded in 1884 by John W. McCracken
and D. P. Hurley. Built by donations of money and labor, the Institute
had been started as a private secondary school, but soon claimed the title
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of college. By present standards it was only a country high school.1S For
"Alfalfa Bill" Murray, the time spent at College Hill represented the long-
est phase of his formal education. John McCracken allowed young Mur-
ray to live in his home while attending school. An awkward bacl.-woods
boy, the rugged scholar failed to impress his classmates during his first
~"ear at College Hill.11
Following this year of formal training, William Henry Murray worked
for Talty and Wiley of Dallas, selling books and atlases. The young sales-
man thus repaid his debts at Springtown, and, because his older brothel'
John also was selling books, they managed to save a small amount of
money.18 Returning to the Loper home, now at Buffalo, Murray spent
most of his time reading. It would be two and a half years before he
would return to College Hill.
While residing with the Loper family, William received his first educa-
tion in practical politics. He attended meetings of the Farmers' Alliance,
which was becoming a large protest movement in Texas.tll Angry farmers
were fighting what they considered unjust railroad rates, high interest
rates, and low prices for farm commodities. All over Texas in 1888, the
Farmers' Alliance was attempting to oust the incumbent Democratic party
hierarchy which was ignoring their protests. At Buffalo in ,Leon county
an Alliance group was endeavoring to unseat the local Democratic ma-
chine.20 The Leon county Alliance, being non-par,tisan, formed the Farm-
er's Political Club, and Murray attended its first meeting at the Sand
Hill Church. He was elected, with two others, to guide the activities of
the group. Although only nineteen years only and ineligible to vote in the
election, Murray was chosen by the Democratic caucus of Buffalo as a
delegate to the Leon County Democratic convention.21
After this excursion into politics, Murray sold books again to obtain
funds to re-enter College Hill Institute, where he was joined by his broth-
el'S George and John. During this stay at College Hill he became deeply
impressed with two of his instructors, Hurley and McCracken. The former
taught mathematics and the latter languages and the seiences.22 In later
years Murray said that McCracken taught him how to think, but it was
to Hurley that he owed his deepest debt, for this man taught him all that
he had learned.23 While in Springtown, Murray wrote articles for The
Fort Worth Gazette and the local newspaper. He had by this time dropped
"David" from his name and used either W. H. Murray or William Henry
Murray.u
Following the school term he returned to selling books, took the teacher's
examination at College Hill, and obtained a teaching job at Millsap, in
western Parker county.25 His first-grade teaching certificate, issued to
him by I. N. Rouch, County Judge of Parker county on July 10, 1889, gave
him the right to preside over the rough one-room schoo1.26 He continued
to teach at Millsap the following year, and helped to put his brother George
through College Hill.21 While teaching at Millsap, Murray accompanied
McCracken and Hurley to the state teachers meeting in Galveston.28 In
the fall, Murray mov~d back to Springtown and began writing articles
for the local newspaper. The district Democratic convention at Weather-
ford elected him as one of the Parker county delegates to the state Demo-
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cratic convention at San Antonio. Although onlr twenty years old, Mur-
ray received at least minor attention at the com'ention by nominating his
mentor, D. P. Hurley, for State Superintendent of Schools at the session
on August 14, 1890.29 According to The San .4.lltClnio Daily Exp.,.e8.~, "N.
[sic] H. G. [sie] Murray of Springtown" in nominating Hurley said:
... Prof. Hurley was given to putting his ViEWS on every subject
in all the papers that would publish th('m. But that THE SAN
ANTONIO EXPRESS not only rEfused to publish his articles,
but did not even notice him when he came to this city. It was an
injustice to him, for he wanted people t~ know he was for Hogg
and the commission [the railroad commission]. As he was for
Hogg and the commission he ought to be nominated.30
The Dallas Morning News also reported that Murray's speech st1'cs~ed
Hurley's principles and that his views were available in the press.31 Hul'-
ley received only a small vote at the convention and was defeated. Of
gearter significance was the meeting which took place at San Antonio
between Murray and the man who became his idol, James Stephen Hogg.
Following the convention, Murray returned bl;EfI}' to the home of the
Loper family. He declined an opportunity to bEcome superintendent of
schools at Pearsall in Frio county,52 preferring instead a teaching position
at the County Line School at Cade on the Navarro-Limestone county line.
Certified by the County Superintendent of Schc,ols, the young schoolmas-
ter began to preside over another one-I'oom rural sehool.33 Murray began
to acquire a reputation as a teacher and to express his views on education
in one of the small town newspapers. He wrote a lead editorial in The
Messenger of Jewett, called "Education-What Is It'!" in which he claimed
that the basis of all teaching was the answer to this one question.3f While
at Cade, Munay also joined the church of Christ but never participated
Ilctively in any organized church thereafter.
Murray gained a reputation among· the local people as a "talker"
through his debates with Populist orators in Navarro countY,36 where the
Populists were strongly organized and ably led.3~ The first People's Party
ticket in Texas was nominatt:d in Navarro county and the county was
c.arried by the Populists in 1892 and 1894.31
Murray disliked the Populist sub-treasury plan, which proposed that
the Federal government eliminate certain banks as depositories of· Federal
funds, and, in lieu of these, to create a sub-treasury office in every agricul.
tural county of the nation. This office would store farm products, and "issue
legal tender equal to 80 per cent of their value to the depositors of such
commodities. The produce could be redeemed by the farmer within a year,
but otherwise was to be sold by the governmel'1t.38 In this manner the
Populists hoped to obtain farm credit without interest charges, to" lower
devator and warehouse costs, to gain price supports for farm commodities,
Bnd to stimulate currency inflation. Munay debated the merits of the
scheme with Harry Tracy, the ~ocal Populist orator.
The Murray-Tracy debates became a focal point of Democratic and
Populist contention in the county. A local nEwspaper reported one of the
debates in this way:
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"MURRAY AND TRACY
LOCK HORNS OVER THE SUB-TREASURY
THE ALLIANCE PICNIC
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Thursday June 30th, Birdston
. and for two long hours he fMurray] held the audience spellbound, fre-
quently bringing forth an avalanche of applause."sD
The paper referred to )Iurray as "Rogel' Q. No.2," comparing him
with the hero of local Democrats, Roger Q. Mills. The "kid statesman"
had put Tracy down at the picnic, according to the repolt, by endorsing
abolition of national banks, free and unlimited coir.age of gold and silver,
reduction of governmental expenditures, and tariff reforms. Another ed-
itor commented, "Mr. Murry [sic] is a talented young man and is a fluent
speaker, and is, I think about the best matp.rial the opposition could get
Up."fO And still another editor wrote, "If Mr. Murray were not too young
he would be good timber out of which to construct a state senator."41
The young orator's speaking engagements began to extend beyond the
smaller communities. At the city park in Corsicana, the Navarro county
.~eat, he attacked the sub-treasury plan and warned of third party
!chemes.42
Although he devoted a great deal of time to politics, his teaching career
6eems not to have been harmed. One editor wrote:
Prof. Murry's [siel school closed for a while on account of the
busy season. We have a fine school generally running about
eight months in the year. Mr. Murry [sic] has made us a good
teacher, his head is level on all leading issues and we bespeak for
him a bright future.fs
His mentor, John McCracken, also continued to admire Murray's forensie
skill and teaching ability, and wanted him to speak at a graduation exercise
at College Hill Institute. H After a fire destroyed College Hill in May of
1891, McCracken established a new school at Mineral Wells which awarded
Murray his bachelor's degree.f3 Despite his success in the classroom,
politics seems to have fascinated young Murray still more, causing him
to shift from that vocation into the robust personal politics of the 1890's.
During the long, hot summer of 1891, the state of Texas witnessed a
bitter battle among its farmers. The Texas Farmer's Alliance and the
Democratic party were both torn asunder by the SUb-treasury question.
Reform-minded Democrats, led by Jim Hogg, fought bitterly against the
entrenched Democratic oligarchy, which opposed reforms desired by the
insurgents.fG William Murray stood solidly with the Hogg forces against
the Populists on one side and the anti-reform Democrats on the other.
Speaking at Thornton, Texas, on June 23, 1891, to the "Grand Rally" of the
Farmer's Alliance, he defended his position. The twenty-one-year_old ex-
horter's speech at this all-day picnic and political meeting was reported by
a friendly newspaper,' Tllr Farmer's World. Murray addressed the audi-
ence at length, arguing that he could be both an Alliance man and an op-
ponent of the sub.treasul·y pIau. He and others had been denounced as
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traitors to the Alliance because of their opposition to the sub-treasurY', and
threats of expulsion from the order had been mad~ against them. Under
its constitution the Alliance was non-political, and Murray argued that he
had the light to support the course he deemed best on all political ques-
tions.f7
An anti-sub-teasury Farmer's A,lliance convention met in Fort Worth
on July 10, 1891. The Fort Worth Gazette of that date carried a front:'
page article about the convention and included nine biographical sketches
of the state Alliance leaders, including one of Murray. Murray was de-
scribed as a self-made man who had left home at twelve years of age,
penniless and illiterate. A staunch Democrat, "He is true .as steel to his
convictions and has the reputation of being a fine speaker, who always
'hits the nail on the head,' and is always ready to SUPPOl't any parliamen-
tary position he takes on any question." Although a faithful and fearless
friends of the Farmer's Alliance, he urged both it and the Democratic
party to "Let their successes be achieved only under the shield of honor."f8
The convention elected Murray its secretary and he served ably.,e
During the. remainder of the year Murray worked fOl' Sam Dickson,
publisher of The FCJJrTner's World in Dallas, The August 1, 1891, edition
of the World contained a front-page editorial, six columns wide, written
by Murray,~O entitled "Democracy Defined." This lengthy piece outlined
the political and economic beliefs of the young political journalist. Murray
focused on the sub-treasury plan and again defended his opposition to it.
He asserted that he was "a strict party man" and a believer in representa-
tive party government. "Parties, like governments and taxes are neces-
sary evils," he stated, and men join parties out of principles. Parties
serve as a vehicle for action and only through them can a group of people
accomplish anything. "He that [sic] opposes political parties is a con-
firmed anarchist," according to Murray. Instead of the Alliance becoming
a political party, it should seize control of the Democratic party, for the
true sphere of the Alliance lay in education and industrial amelioration.
It should not be changed into a political body.
He belonged to the Democratic party because it favored industrial lib-
erty, local self-government, constitutional government, and strict adher-
ence to the Constitution.. The Democratic party had held these principles
since the days of Jefferson. It stood for the preservation of personal
rights, the reserved rights of the states, and the supremacy of the Federal
government within the limits of the Constitution. He further argued that
the sub-treasury scheme could not be supported by Democrats because it
was unconstitutional.
Since the Federal government was the result of a compact between the
states, Murray insisted it had limited power, with the states possessing
all powers not specifically granted~ Murray opposed the abolition 'of the
electoral college, pensions for retired generals and federal judges, and the
ownership of land by aliens. He favored cutting governmental expendi-
tures, lower executive salaries, lower taxes, reduction of the public debt,
no standing army in time of peace, a taliff for revenue only, and the pro-
tection of Americans and their property in foreign countries. He favored
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ft.n immigration law to exclude non-white immigrants and "pauper labor
even ,of Aryan countries of Europe." He opposed Federal bounties and
subsidies, and favored free ships, free seas, and free h'ade. He advocated
unlimited coinage of gold and silver and the abolition of national banks.
The Federal government should not loan money to anyone or any corpo-
ration and should not operate the railroads, the telegraph companies or
the steamship lines; however, anti.monopoly legislation should be enforced
and taxes for all men should be made equitable. In abolishing the Federal
hanking system, Murray hoped to divorce government from finance. He
closed his lengthy article with a typical Murray flourish, "Hurrah for
democracy I" Most of the positions taken by him in this article in 1891
would in the 1940's dominate the thinking of a declining man whose world
had changed while he had not.
Murray did not confine himself to journalism that fall. He spoke at
Franklin, in the Robertson county courthouse. In a crowded room his
&peech was well received as he denounced the sub-treasury and the Popu-
lists. One observer reported, "All who heard it pronounced it an unan-
swerable argument against all visionary schemes, and the sub.treasury
fallacy in particular.u51 He spoke in Tyler and Palestine during the same
week and at Fairfield in Freestone county on the fifth of September.
During the same month the Interstate Convention of the Anti.Sub-
Treasury Farmer's Alliance met in Saint Louis, Missouri. There, in Ad-
dington Hall, the four hundred delegates adopted resolutions against the
sub-teasury plans and government ownership of the railroads; resolutions
similar to those endorsed at the Fort Worth convention. The Saint Louis
meeting was called by V. S. Hall of Missouri, and the leaders of the South-
ern Alliance were invited to attend. On the fifteenth of September tem.
porary officers were selected and William H. Murray was named temporary
secretary.52 After serving in this capacity, Murra~' was made permanent
secretary. During one session:
Secretary Murray then made a speech beginning it by compli.
menting Roger R. Mills. He alluded to the sub-treasury proposi-
tion as a 'lightening scheme.' The honest farmers of the county
would meet the advocates of the scheme 'from Cape Cod to Kala-
mazoo, and from hell to breakfast,' and would 'snow them so deep
that hell couldn't melt it in forty generations.'53
Returning to Texas, Murray arranged for the hotels and other facil-
ities for the anti-sub-treasury Alliance meeting set for Corsicana on the
twenty-sixth of November.5' Before the convention, Murray faced a test
of support in his home county. The Cade County Line Alliance was forced
to take a stand when the state Alliance, which had approved the sub-
treasury idea, moved to oust Murray because of his anti-sub.treasury ac-
tivities and his connection with The Farmer's World. At a meeting of
the Cade Alliance a committee reported on the charges against Murray and
denied that his activities constituted grounds for dismissal. The local AI.
liance voted unanimously to acquit Murray of all charges.
With this threat removed, he attended the Corsicana meeting and re-
ported it for The Fanner's World. "God bless the farmers, they need no
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eu!ogy," he '.note. This meeting formed the Farmer's Gl'und Allialll~l'.
Murray was acti....e in creating the constitution of this new group, which
severed all ties with the pro-sub-treasury Farmer's Alliance. As chairman
of the constitution committee,Murray refused to give the resulting charter
to anyone at the meeting except the newly-elected president on the grounds
that this was the correct procedure. This zeal to protect a constitution was
to be repeated later in his career. Murray also was appointed state organ-
izer for the Grand Alliance and elected its librarian.55
His activities for the Grand Alliance ended on March 14, 1892, when
Murray became a corresondent for The Fort Worth Gazette to cover a
I'pecial thirty-day session of the state legislature in Austin. During this
assignment Murray developed a great admiration for Governor Hogg.s6
Following the special session of the legislature MU1'l'ay sold books for the
Benbrooke School and Office Supply Company of Dallas until that firm
went bankrupt and then he drifted back to Navarro county.
Murray reached the age of 23 ill the election year 1892, and could enter
the Texas political arena as a candidate for the first time. He spoke on a
variety of issues to a large crowd in neighboring Henderson county in
April of 1892, advocating free and unlimited coinage of silver, the Wilson
tariff, adherence to the Democratic platform, and the election of Horace
Chilton to the United States Senate. A Henderson County newspaper
commented, "Mr. Murray is an eloquent and fluent speaker, and his speech
was well received."5' In June, Murray formally announced as a candidate
for the state senate from the district comprising Navarro, Kaufman and
Henderson counties.58 Murray received the endorsement of his friends
and neighbors in rural Navarro county. The Richland community in-
.>tructed its delegates to the county convention to vote for him,59 and the
people of Cade also endorsed him with a resolution stating, "We recognize
him as a safe exponent of pure democracy, handed down to us by our fa-
thers."Bo A letter in the Mexia Democrat from an "Old Soldier" urged
Murray's nomination by the Democratic party, and added, "If it is neces-
sary we can get up a petition signed by all the people except the repub-
licans and sub-treasuryites [siel in this section requesting him [Murray]
to run."Bl A political broadside used by Murray in the campaign contained
letters from John W. McCl'acken, H. Monte Walker and Tom Gilbert. Mc-
Craeken, then at Mineral Wells College, wrote highly of Murray as a stu-
dent while Walker, an old friend from Buffalo extolled Murray's appear-
ance at the Leon eounty Democratic convention. A Cade farmer,. Gilbert,
called for Murray's nomination in order to keep the young men of Navarro
county from becoming Populists.B'
The convention system of nominating candidates was in use in 1892,
and the senatorial district meeting would decide the three-way contest
and select either Murray, O. B. Colquitt or George Jester. Both Colquitt
and Jester would later serve the state of Texas in high· office, one as Gov-
crnor, the other as Lieutenant Governor. At the county eonventions MU1'-
ray ran a poor third. Both Jester and Murray addressed the NavlllTo
County Convention but Jester won. 175 of the 206 votes of the eounty.~~
Colquitt carried Kaufman county 349 votes to 203 for Jester.B4 Thus, when
the senatorial convention met in Corsicana on July 26, the contest was
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between Colquitt and Jester, and the latter was select.ed by acclamation on
the 136th ballot.65 The severity of his defeat 50lted roung Murray, who
later stated that he was a spoiled boy who should never have run.ea
His defeat for the state senate failed to dampen his ardor for politics
lind the Jim Hogg campaign for re-election as governor in particular. The
State Democratic convention was to meet in Houst<)n during the month of
August, and Murray asked Senator Horace Chilton to help him obtain the
secretaryship of that body.sT The convention was deeply divided between
the supporters of Hogg and those of the conserYative, George Clark. The
Hogg caucus met on August 15, and Murray l'eceind the nomination for
temporary secretary.ss When the convention m~t, a break occurred and the
Clark forces bolted the gathering. Meeting in a car-shed, the Hogg con-
vention elected Murray as permanent secretary.69 The Hogg forces were
in absolute control of the convention and so adopted Murray's resolution
of August 18, to create a committee of fifteen to inquire into the circum_
stances of the bolt.TO Following the sensational "Car-shed Convention" Mur-
ray campaigned ardently for Hogg, who now had the Democrat Clark as
an opponent as well as the Populist Thomas Nugent.
Murray's ardor jeopardized his own political future and the re-election
of Hogg, since he managed to embarrass both Hogg and the Democratlc
presidential candidate, Grovel' Cleveland. MUl'ray Wl'ot;.> to the former
president on August 31, 1892, and reported the Hogg position in the cam-
paign. Cleveland responded on September 18, 1892, saying only that he
he appreciated Murray's efforts and zeal for d~mocratic causes.Tl Murray
publicly claimed that he had a letter from Cleyeland endorsing Hogg
against the bolter Clark in the race for gOYHnOr, but Cleveland denied
this in a letter to J. D. Burch, saying that he would not engage himself
in a factional fight.n Hogg's opponents seized upon Murray's impropriety
to attack Hogg.73 When Cleveland sent another letter to Texas denying
that he knew of Murray's role in the party split/ 4 Murray defended his
action in a long letter to the editor of The Fort lFo/·th Gazette. Writing
from "the headquarters of the Democratic Campaign Committee of Navarro
county at Richland," Murray stated that after the Houston convention he
decided to write to Cleveland concerning the Hogg-Clark split, and to ob-
tain his opinion concerning the use of the ex-president's name in connection
with the Clark bolters. Since Cleveland had complimented his efforts on
behalf of the party, Murray had construed this as an endorsement of
Hogg.n With the end of the politican campaign in November, highlighted
by the victories of both Hogg and Cleveland, the young politician returned
to teaching.
He accepted the Prairie Hill school neal' Mexia and began to teach
another group of farm children.78 A constant joiner and organizer, Mur-
ray served as temporary chairman of the "Camp Stonewall Jackson" chap-
ter of the United Sons of the Confederate Veteranl!-;-and also presided over
the Navarro Educa~r'8'Library A8sociation.f7
Despite the "Cleveland letter" controvers~', GO\'ernor Hogg appears to
have continued his friendship with Murray. The Prahie Hill teacher re-
ceived an invitation to the inaugural ball at Austin,78 and Murray felt
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close enough to Hogg to suggest the name of a Corsicana man for a posi-
tion in the Cleveland administration.'l1
During the summer of 1893, Murray lived with the Tom Gilbert family
at Cade before accepting the Midway school near Mexia that fall. The
school tenn ended earlier than he had anticipated and he moved on to
Mount Nebo to finish the school year.80
Having tasted the excitement of politics, Murray decided to broaden his
political experience. In August, he wrote to Governor Hogg requesting an
appointment as delegate from Texas to the bi-metallic congress to meet in
Saint Louis, Missouri, on October 3, 1893.8~ Hogg replied that he would
be pleased to send Murray, and a certificate appointing him was issued.82
This meeting was held to encourage the use of silver, though it was not a
free silver meeting, and to further trade with Latin America. Present at
the convention were Governor Ben Tillman of South Carolina; the Popu-
list Governor of Kansas, James Lewelling; Mrs. Mary E. Lease; and Gen-
eral James B. Weaver, the Populist candidate for President in 1892.83 It
is probable that meeting with such a group as this re-ellforeed Murray's
belief in the free and unlimited coinage of gold and silver.
When the school year ended, Murray once again returned to Corsicana.
He persuaded his brother George, now residing there, to join him in pub-
lishing a newspaperu . The brothers purchased a hand press and type and
rented the rear of Foster Nelson's barbershop. Nelson was a Negro. Jim
Garrity, a local businessman, loaned them some money. The Murray pa-
pers were named The CO'T'sicana Daily News and The Navarro County
News. The latter, a weekly, circulated mainly among the farm population.
With William as the editor and George as the business manager and ad-
vertising solicitor, the papers became moderately successful. Local small
businessmen bought advertising in the papers, but the larger merchants
coycotted them.8~ The papers apparently carried local news along with
stories and editorials written by William.86
Naturally the two papers became involved in local politics. Because of
the strength of the Populist party in the county, Murray argued through
the News that the Democrats should use the primary system instead of the
convention to nominate their candidates. Adoption of the primary would
result in the nomination of the popular choice rather than the hand-picked
candidate of a few who might control the convention. When the primary
f-ystem was adopted in the county, Murray claimed to have authored' the
rules for it.87 Murray wrote to Governor Hogg in March of 1894, asking
for his opinion of the leading issues in the summer campaign. He espe-
cially wanted to know what questions would be faced by the state govern-
ment.88 The letter was not written merely to seCUl'e general information,
for Murray had decided to try for the state senate again.
His major opponent for the office of state senator was O. B. Colquitt, a
rival Corsicana editor and a future governor of Texas. The campaign was
ronducted at a high level and Murray offered Colquiit a serious challenge
in the senatorial district, which now comprised only Navarro county. Mur-
ray put on a spirited campaign. He borrowed five hundred dollars from
the City National Bank to finance his canvass.89 Although Murray had
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an ally within Corsicana in Foster Nelson, the Negro barber, who con-
trolled the local Negro vote,90 he carried only the rural precincts of Spring
Hill, Dawson, Richland, Cade, Rabbit Hill, and Pisgah. He lost the city
of Corsicana to Colquitt, who won the nomination with 1441 votes to
Murray's 1232.91
In order to pay back the money borrowed for the campaign, Murray
~'eturned to County Line school at Cade. After an altercation with one
of the older boys he resigned and moved to Mount Calm school in Hill
county not far from Corsicana.n When the term closed there he returned
to Corsicana.
The Murray newspapers continued to battle the Populists. as well as
the Gold Democrats. One of the Populists often attacked by Murray was
Thomas Pryor Gore, a Mississippian who had moved to Corsicana. Al-
though Gore was blind, he later served as United States Senator from
Oklahoma, and he and Murray led the forces of Woodrow Wilson in their
adopted state in 1912. Murray used his newspapers to support Jim Gar-
rity for congress, but Garrity refused to accept the draft. When O. B.
Colquitt announced for congress, Murray ardently opposed his recent po-
litical rival.93 The Democratic sweep of 1896 eliminated the Populists
from most of the offices in central Texas. Murray had made a fateful
step in the campaign by endorsing a Populist candidate for district judge
over a Gold Democrat. Corsicana Democrats attacked him for this defec-
tion and his newspapers suffered a loss of advertilling.9f Murray defended
his action, saying he was a Democrat, and had always been a Democrat,
but that the Gold Democrats were not representative of bis party.95
While editing the newspapers, Murray had also been studying law at
night. Judge John H. Rice directed his course of reading.96 When he
appeared for his bar examination, the committee included Judge McClel-
land, Ed Call of Callicut &: Call, and one other lawyer, but the examina-
tion, by Murray's own admission, was a farce.9T After passing the exam-
ination on April 10, 1897, Murray decided to sell the newspapers and go
to Fort Worth to practice law. His brother George concurred, the equip-
ment was sold, and Murray left Corsicana.
From the vantage point of Corsicana, Fort Worth looked like a large
metropolis, but in reality it was a city of only some 25,000.93 Primarily
a livestock and trading center, it seemed to offer better opportunities to
a fledgling lawyer. Murray's law practice, however, proved even less suc-
cessful than had his flirtation with journalism.
After arriving in the robust cowtown, Murray formed a law partner-
. Fhip with two former College Hill classmates, Albert Baskin and Less L.
Hudson. Baskin soon left the firm, which then became Murray and Hud.
son, with Murray practicing general civil law and Hudson land law.9B
The practice was very small and less than lucrative, forcing Murray to be-
come an installment collector as well as a lawyer. In an attempt to expand
his meager knowledge, he studied municipal law under District Judge W.
D. Harris. One case provided him with a significant financial reward
when he sued to recover some land for a Negro widow. Gaining a reputa-
tion among Fort Worth Negroes, he filed suits for them against the Texas
and Pacific Railroad for losses of their livestock on the right-of-way.loo
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In August of 1897 Murray went north to visit his father, who had
moved to Marlow in the Indian Territory. He decided that there was a
better future for lawyers in that area and returned to Fort Worth deter-
mined to move again. This necessitated borrowing one hundred and fifty
dollars from an old friend, A. L. Matlock, an attorney for the Cattle
Raisers Association of Texas.
Armed with personal recommendations from Matlock and Judge Harris,
the determined lawyer left Fort Worth in March of 1898, to seek a new
career in the Indian Territory.101 In the Indian Territory and his adopted
state of Oklahoma, Murray became a major political figure. As governor,
congressman, presidential candidate, and author of constitutions, "Alfalfa
Bill's" life reflected the experiences of his formati~l' years in Texas.
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A. A. NELSON: SAILOR, SURVEYOR, AND CITIZEN:
A PERSONAL PROFILE
JAMES C. DICKSON, JR.
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The siren magnetism of the great impetus toward the West and its
clarion eall to restless spirits in the border states and the Tidewater re-
gions of the Southeast ranks among the list of eventualities to which we
can point with reasonable certainty. The exodus westward and south-
ward did occur, and Texas drew most heavHy upon those who were im-
pelled by whatever forces out of these areas. But what a range and
piercing quality there was to the Lorelei song of the Southwest. Its call
penetrated the proverbial rockbound coasts of Maine and the inward spirit
of Albert Aldrich Nelson.
..~
Nelson was born in Milford, Massachusetts, on May 15, 1814, and came
to Texas in 1838, stopping at Crockett until 1839, near his relatives, the
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Aldlich family.l During much of his youth, he had been a sailor on whal-
ing ships, first as a cabin boy, then as a deck hand. He left for Texas at
the end of his sailoring days, settling ultimately in Nacogdoches, where
he remained for fifty-three years, dying at the age of seventy-six on Sep-
tember 25, 1892.2 He was a man of great physical vigor until a few years
before his death, when a stroke and a lingering fever slowly exhausted
him.s He was a man of quiet and steady demeanor, well-read, and fond
of a wide variety of choice literature.
He made an imprint upon the late Republic of Texas and on the young
state, both as a citizen of good repute and as a surveyor. In the latter role,
he was like many other "first settlers," who were practical surveyors.t
As one of the first surveyors to locate in the state, he developed such a
proficiency that he retained an incumbency as district surveyor in Nacog-
doches County for many years, I'etiring as an old man.1I If the faculty for
lIurveying is transferrable from one generation to another, even widely
separated ones, his craft came honestly. He was a lineal descendant of
Thomas Nelson, who had done some "ground work" surveying in Milford,
Mass., almost exactly two hundred years before Albert Nelson performed
some of the first survey work at the city of Crockett, Texas, in 1888.1
The public confidence in his abilities to administer the omce of district
surveyor with dispatch and emciency reflected itself in consistent plural-
ities at the elections for the office. His own confidence in reelection mani-
fested itself early in his public life. In a letter to his brother Charles,
he wrote:
The election for County Surveyor comes on again this fall. I am
a candidate for the same and have not as yet any opponent. That
is very comfortable. Someone might even at this late hour happen
out and give me a pretty tight race, but I have no fear. The
people generally, as far as I can learn, express themselves en-
tirely satisfied with mY' conduct while in omce, and they neither
sob nor sigh for a change.7
His surveying skill and knowledge of the land business in general
caused him at one time to be urged for the post of Texas Land Commis-
sioner.8 In 1841, he prepared a Nacogdoches county map which was rec-
ognized as one of the most correct and largest county maps at the time.
He had asked remuneration for the work to the tune of one thousand
dollars in American money or six thousand dollars in Texas money, but ~
he received only about half the sum, much of which he asserted he had to
pay to assistants, though he did receive a number of patents for his wOl'k.9
For other routine surveying jobs early in his career, he often I'eceived as
much as five hundred dollars a job.10
All of these early experiences in an aggressive young republic and in
r.n incipient state had been preceded by a colorful and eventful career as
a sailor. During one period from 1888 to 1888, he took a series of cruises
aboard New England whaling vessels; excursions which kept him away
from home and family for the better part of these years. During these
voyages, though they occurred during the span of only a few years, he
..
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underwent the gamut of experiences possible for a whaling sailor. includ_
ing the ultimate: shipwreck.
During most of this period, he kept a diary, in which he recorded the
events of the day; subjects nautical, personal, and reflective. He entitled
his personal log: "A Scrapbook Containing the Most Remarkable Incidents
That Occurred During a Voyage to the Pacific for Whales."tt
His "sea diary" is a POtPOU1Ti of experiences and events which are
t simultaneously mundane, exciting, and poetic. This is neither contradic-
tory nor inapposite, for the man himself was apparently a person of varie-
gated hues and whims. This is reflected in his diary and personal corre-
spondence. He writes descriptively in brief, concise sketches of islands,
land, and conditions at sea. It is a very "salty" journal.
There are times when the diary becomes almost conversational as he
inserts some afterthought on the day's duties and experiences. This ap-
plies whether he is recounting something exciting or unusual, or it may
be used to express the most routine sailor talk. For example:
I forgot to mention, among other things, that we have lately bent
up main-royal mast and also the yard and sail, which, being
hoisted back up aloft forms quite a shady retreat for the man
stationed there on the lookout.12
Interspersed throughout such references are periodic reports of lati.
tudinal and longitudinal positions of his ship, wind velocities and direc-
tions, weather conditions, fluctuations of sails, and other matters of daily
pertinence. As a result, his diary often reads like a ship's log, and so at
times is of but little interest to the average landbound reader. Thel'e are,
however, frequent flights of literary style, couched in fanciful and imag_
inative language, which give the reader a trenchant insight into the man
and his way of life. In whatever he wrote, he displayed an unusual ability
to switch belletristic gears and soar from the "banal to the beautiful, from
the petty to the poetic." There is a wit, a whimsical flair, a tongue-in-
cheek, sometimes roguish ·tinge to his writing, both in his journal and in
his letters. He knew when a situation demanded that the scribe be puck-
ish, earthy, or majestic.
The seasoning he received during his long exposure to rigors of mid-Pa-
cific chases of the elusive sperm whale admirably fitted him for the per-
eonal and economic uncertainties of life in a new, frontier state. His
niary presents the spectrum of experiences and hazards of a sailor's life
and trade during the era of "ships of wood and men of iron," His entries
began on December 23, 1833, and ran intermittently through January Ii,
1836.
His cruise in 1833 began on a dramatic note almost from the start,
with a confrontation with. a pirate ship. The piratical brig trailed his
ship for several hours,. but the whaler escaped the encounter with only a
verbal exchange between the vessels. Nelson and his captain never knew
the nationality of the pirate ship; yet both were thankful enough to be left
ignorant of that fact,
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The romance of a life at sea was tempered with excursions ashore for
replenishing ship's stores and other mundane tasks. One such incident is
!'!'counted for April 12, 1834:
Our object in stopping at the Island was to recruit ship with po-
tatoes and terrapin. We succeeded in getting about 300 of the
aforesaid animals, which we did with a good deal of trouble and
caution, . . . traveling miles under a scorching sun, over sharp
rocks and through briar bushes, without hats and many times
without even a refreshing breeze. After suffeling all this, we
were generally repaid by finding two or three of the confounded
animals, which we lugged or backed down to the boat. This kind
of work was without exact exception the most fatiguing that ever
I was engaged in, or ever wish to be.14
There is nothing to show that he ever relinquished his impressions of
this necessary but difficult project. In fact, three of his shipmates were
so impressed with its difficulty that they jumped ship some five months
latH. The culplits were summarily dealt with, and in the words of Nelson:
"They were all of them taken by th(' Spaniards and put into the cala-
boose."15
He often exercised the "enlisted man's pr('rogative" and registered
complaints in his diary concerning the sins of omission and commission
allegedly perpetrated by his captain. In one instance, he complained of
the faulty condition of some of the rigging in which he and his mates must
climb, predicting a dire end for some of them, if immediate repairs weren't
made.III However, he once records in his diary a spoof of the captain as
being "old and fidgety" when the captain seemed to be quite concerned
about what later proved to be a defective rudder.IT He later confided bit..
t.erly to his diary, with the historic resignation of the man in the ranks;
this time over the captain's unseemly pace toward home:
Cruising, or rather buggel"'lugging for a few days, • • • and what
is it all for, is my opinion and of some others on board ••• It is
a vain attempt to make up for the time which was squandered
away during the former part of the voyage. Alas II This habit
of procrastinating never was beneficial for anyone, and it has been
fraught with the most unhappy consequence to all of us.18
Though by no means unusual or infrequent for ocean-going vessels,
gales, hails, rains, and snows are portrayed with a vivid precision and lu-
cidity by Nelson in his informal, yet dramatic prose.
The wind at last burst out in all its fury, blowing tremendously,
accompanied by thunder, lightning was so vivid, and by its light we
could distinguish, once in a while, objects about deck; though
without its light, we were scarce able to discern an object at the
distance of about 8 feet. At this time she made a violent pitch,
and away went her three sails.1t
Bis accounts of encounters with icebergs and the blanketing of the enth'e
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deck of the ship 'with snow while rounding the Horn induce involuntary
shivers in the reader.
His accounts of catching and processing whales, while not rivaling
Melville, at least have a first person freshness in depicting the dramatic
adventure of the trade before steam caught up with it. A perfunctory
reader of the diary might wish that he had been mOre profuse in details
of these operations, but it is a diary and not a blow by blow account. In
one place, he does extend the portrayal to include this salty dialogue:
The sound of "There she blows" is heard from the mast head.
"Where away?" is the sound from the deck. "Three points above
starboard beam, Sir." "\\'hat does she look like?" "Sperm whales,
Sir." We immediatel~' hauled wind and stood for them ... low-
ered away 3 boats. The chief mate's boat fastened, but the iron
drew out and we lost her. 20
To further compress his seafaring experiences into a short span of
time, Nelson's ship sailed into a sort of Flying Dutchman experience in
August, 1837, when it encountered a ghost ship. That is, a ship completely
deserted, abandoned, and drifting. Indulging their curiosity to the extent
cf trying to make out her name on her hull, Nelson's ship passed the float-
ing derelict unboarded.21
By far the most exciting experience recorded in the diary is his ship-
wreck and eventual reco~ery. This last, great dramatic experience at sea
seems to have occurred in December, 1835, as a result of a shifting of the
wind, about which the captain wasn't informed. Twenty-two men survived
the disaster, with Nelson officiating as a ship's carpenter during their ef-
forts to get back to civilization. He had also acquired a rudimentary
knowledge of navigation during the voyage, making himself an even more
valuable member of the party.
His description of the landing on a desert island and the crew's her-
culean efforts to effect the voyage to the nearest inhabited landing in the
~hip's small boats forsakes the "ship'lI log" quality the diary had hitherto
manifested and becomes more dramatic and gripping. A case in point:
We prepared for the worst and put up a petition to our heavenly
Father to protect us in our distressing situation and prepared for
whatever might await us. Never shall I forget the feeling that
pervaded my heart. The stOlID cloud moved rapidly ... as if al-
ready on its errand of destruction. The night approached dark
and dreary. The sea moaned as under its agitation, while each
wave threatened to send us into the dark abyss.22
Having sailed almost 1,000 miles on rations at times dangerously short,
his party reached their destination and safety. In spite of the excessive
exposure they had endured, the general health of the crew was remarkably
good. Some months later, Off the coast of Japan, Nelson was to transcribe
a poem (written by someone else) in his diary; whose last verse was 110
doubt consumed with a deeper gravity for him than it might have been
before his harrowing experience with the wreck:
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Sweet vale of Ovoca t I how calm eould I rest
In thy bosom of shade with the friends I love best;
Where the storms which we feel in this cold world should cease
And our hearts like thy waters be mingled in peace.23
One more recording in Nelson's diary is of significance, because of the
insight it gives into the development of the man's character for the many
years that remained to him. It is a statement of "rules for rising to emi-
nence," recorded somewhere off the coast of Japan. Without doubt, Nel-
£>On's precepts would have received the appl'obation of Benjamin Franklin
himself, and there are frequent passages in the diary which point to the
effort which Nelson made to live up to his standards of excellence; deter-
mining to strive so that no shipmate would get ahead of him in anything
that pertained to his work aboard ship. Within the confines of his chosen
community and profession in later life, there is ample evidence that he was
to achieve an eminence commensurate with his efforts. Here are his rules
for rising to eminence:
1. Maintain honesty in everything and with every person.
2. Form habits of strict temperance and total abstinence from the
use of ardent spirits.
3. Cultivate cleanliness in your person and in everything around
you that is under your care.
4. Always tl'eat everyone with kindness and courtesy and show
an obliging disposition.
5. In every station, let it be your first concern to make yourself
master of your business and then learn as much about the ship
as you can.
6. See that everything is done promptly and faithfully that is
committed to your charge.
7. Endeavor to improve your mind and increase your knowledge
by every suitable means.
8. Seek daily the blessing of God upon all your efforts and all
your ways.24
His eventual immigration to Texas may have been motivated in part
by economic reasons. His straitened financial condition after his last
cruise perhaps impelled him to ship out on a different type of adventure
:n order to recoup. It was at this time that the siren call of the frontier
and Texas intruded itself upon his consciousness. His brother Charles
Henry had preceded him into Texas, settled in the Houston area, and
opened the way for him by uncovering several job opportunities. In his
own words to his father:
Henry writes in good spirits. Says the opening is remarkably
good there for young men, more particularly for himself and me.211
With this, he was off to Texu.
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The hoped-for eminence he had spoken of in his journal didn't cast its
mantle on him immediately. The crimped financial circumstances that
had sent him south'\'\' ard continued to plague him in his early years in
Texas. There were job opportunities, but none of them were exceptionally
remunerative, and the costs of living forced him into contracting debts.
These were minor obligations, but pesky. He unburdened himself to
brother Charles, with whom he carried on a lively correspondence until
Charles' untimely death.
I think I told you before Lacy offered me $100 per month on con-
dition that I board myself. It is all he can afford. . . Texas
money at this place is $3 to $1. You can hardly go into the state
and look around short of a dollar. Charles, clothes are so damned
high here that it is impossible to keep up a respectable appearance.
They charge $100 for a common kind of a coat.26
After recounting his current debts, he asked Charles to sell him a coat;
no doubt hoping to get a cut rate and a warm coat from his brother.
His letters to his brothers and other relatives give evidence of his rapid
adjustment to his new setting and his assimilation into the environs of
Nacogdoches County, where within 20 years his would be noted among the
prominent families of the city.27 His achievement of the eminence he had
spoken of as a young man occured in an era graced with names like Haden
Edwards, Frost Thorn, Sam Houston, Thomas Rusk, Kelsey Douglass, and
Adolphus Sterne; all of whom are mentioned in passing references in his
letters. During his bachelor days, he boarded at the home of Adolphus
Sterne (now the Hoya Library) and slept in his office. At the Sterne
home, he met socially and profes~ionallywith some of the preeminent per-
sonages of his day.
Nelson is mentioned a number of times in the personal diary of Adol-
phus Sterne, in practically every instance respectfully as "Mr. Nelson."
Sterne's entry for June 14, 1841, records why he took Nelson as a boarder
on that day:
I took him because he is a decent young man, and we always have
more on the table than we want for the family. He lodges in his
office.28
Sterne developed such a confidence in Nelson's business sense that he gave
him his power of attorney, for the purpose of acquiring some important
property.29 An enlightening entry in Sterne's diary for Thursday, Feb-
ruary 16, 1843, illustrates Nelson's growing prestige among the best peo-
ple of his community as a young man:
Had conversation with Gen. Rusk about getting Mr. A. A. Nelson
to teach our children. Hope he may accept for he is very capable,
more so than anyone I know of in the county,~O
Nelson emerges from his personal letters as one of the gay blades of
Nacogdoches societr in'those early bachelor years. His unwed state in
no way indicated a lack of appreciation for the distaff charms of the
community. His brother Charles chided him about one local beauty and
received this response:
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A certain Miss Culp of whom you speak does indeed engross my
attention when she condescends to favor us with her presence in
town. When the young lady visits our town she takes up quarters
in our house, and so I am necessarily compelled to be more or less
in her presence, and I assure you it is not at all against my in-
clinations so to do. She is indeed beautiful, surprisingly beauti-
ful, a bright and peculiar star whose beams shed a halo of sighs
on all within her benign presence.S1
His sister, far away in Maine, was skeptical about the quality of the
young women of Texas and expressed the hope that her brothers would not
marry in Texas, unless they found someone to campare with the fair girls
(:f New England (which she doubted) .82 Within four years from this sis-
terly admonition, Albert had found such a girl in Jane Caroline Simpson,
and on October 9, 1845, they were married in the home of her father, John
J. Simpson, some eight miles east of Nacogdoches. Of their seven children,
all survived to adulthood save the first born s:m.S3
There are several indications that Nelson had begun to tire of his
bachelor life within a few year!' of his arrival in Texas, in spite of his
flippant references to his squiring thE' local belles from one gala to an-
other_ A case in point:
Well, Charlie, I am no ne~lrer marrying than ten years ago, but
am still really in hopes that the Gods may smile propitiously and
there will yet be some hope.S.
Brother Charles had teased him occasionally about his being a ladies' man,
to which Albert replied in kind:
You occasionally razz me on my frequent amours, affairs de cour,
but no one idol claims my exclusive homage.... You have com-
pared me to a towboat, for it's always my good fortune to find
some fair one to take in tow and away I go, snorting and steam_
ing in gallant style.s8
Clearly noticeable beneath the facade of youthful spirit is a deep-seated
and profound attachment to his widely separated famil}-; a separation
made more poignant by the limited media of communication and transpor-
tation. He frequently inquired of his brother concerning anything he
might have heard from kinfolk in Maine or elsewhere. In at least three
instances, he becomes quite animated over his failing to receive a box of
books and shirts supposedly sent by his sister in Maine and made by her
llnd his mother. He anticipated much gratification from wearing anything
made by the hands of a sister or brother.3~ .
Financially it was not long after he arrived in Nacogdoches before he
became secure. His early chagrin over the cost of a coat and dismay over
vexing financial problems were replaced by a growing pride in his town
and in his mounting position of dignity and importance in it. This was
an era in which politics was almost entirely personal, and elected officials
were popular favorites, or men whose revolutionary exploits endowed them
with an aura of legend, or who had a special ability for a job which at-
tracted votes. Nelson's entry into Texas local politics came after the
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Revolution, but he qlll\lified for the franchise of his townsmen under two
of these criteria. He became a factor in the Democratic Party and was
quite active in civic and political affairs, serving as city aldennan for
Inany years, with one stint as mayor of Nacogdoches.s7 Pursuant to item
eight of his rules for rising to eminence, he and his family were prominent
members of Christ Episcopal Church in Nacogdoches, where he served long
and faithfully as one of its officers.ss
Nelson had lived in Texas for twenty years before the beginning of the
Civil War and cast his lot with the Confederacy. His previous experience
enabled him to give valuable service in both the naval and ground forces.
He served both; for a time as a paymaster in the navy and later under
General Sibley in New Mexico, conducting himself with distinction at Val-
verde and Glorieta. In the latter battle, he was wounded. He was cap-
tured once, and for a time languished in a federal prison. Before the war
rnded he had been released from prison and obtained an important posi_
tion in Richmond. After the war, he participated actively in the Texas
Veterans Association.S9
There emerges from the limited extant sources on the life of Albert
Aldrich Nelson an intriguing image, which comeS through with great
clarity. The development and distribution of the land bore his imprint,
through his long tenure in the district surveyor's office. A street in one
of the oldest cities in the state bears his name, as for many years do the
official records of the policy making organs of his city's government. His
Ilumerous progeny and their issue have served the state and their com-
munities with dignity and dedication, which would no doubt have pleased
the old gentleman immensely. It was said of him at the end that he had
,l cetain facility for making money but no particular inclination to keep or
accumulate it, and so he died poor. No matter! Shakespeare would have
had Antony declare over the bier of Albert Aldrich Nelson, as he did over
that of Brutus:
His life was gentle, and the elements
So mix'd in him that Nature might stand up
And say to all the world "This was a man!"
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LAISSEZ-FAIRE TO NATIONAL PLANNING:
The Editorial Poliey of the Beaumont Enterprise from the Great
Crash through the Hundred Daysl
PAUL E. ISSAC
"The country is sound economically, and, so far as anyone can see, will
remain so indefinitely,"2 This statement in a Beaumont Enterprise edi-
torial on February 12, 1930, summed up the paper's initial I'eaction to .the
economic difficulties set off by the stock market crash of 1929. When the
panic first occurred in October, the Enterprise saw in the collapse of stock
values merely the logical outcome of wild speculation which was "almost
as remote from the steady throb of American industry, the orderly move-
ment of commerce and the normal flow of business as a roulette wheel
hidden away in some gilded gambling establishment is I'emote from the
business life of an American city." The ruin of speculators would not af-
fect solid citizens who had invested wisely. "Good stock," the editor pro-
claimed, "is still good stock."1 The En~e was confident that the
measures being taken by President Hoover and business leaders would be
"more than su1Bcient" to deal with the relatively remote possibility of a
serious depression.· At the end of December 1929, the Enterprise had a
cheerful word for its readers: The nation's prosperity was not destroyed
by the deflation of security values. The fear of financial collapse in 1930
was groundless, because the country's economic system was "sound to the
core." "The American people may look forward to the new yeaI' with
utmost confidence, since there is no factor at present discernible
that might cause economic disaster."~ Ludicrous as these editorial com-
ments seem in 1965, they were quite in line with statements made early in
1930 by the President of the United States, prominent industrialists, bank-
ers, professional economists, and other financial experts. Not many people,
even after the crash, foresaw the disastrous event! of the next few years,
Enterprise editolials first began to manifest some real concern during
the latter part of February 1930, particularly over the growing number of
people without work.8 The paper urged Congress to enact Hoover's public
works measures, and even criticized the President for not doing more to
help the unemployed. Though insisting that the permanent solution to
the unemployment situation lay in the hands of businessmen rather than
politicians, the Enterprise by mid-1930 was calling for legislative relief.'
It also took the Enterprise some time to I'ecognize the effect of the de-
pression on Beaumont. In mid-February 1930, an editorial predicted a
prosperous year for the city-a new court house was going up, port fa-
cilities were being improved, a bond issue had been voted for street work,
the oil industry was spending millions, the Kansas City Southern Railroad
was planning to build a new terminal, and several large buildings were go-
ing to be erected.8 In May, the editor admitted "some depression" had
teen felt in Beaumont but found the city fortunate in having escaped the
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worst effects of the bUlliness decline.9 The situation was less favorable in
November, when during the community chest campaign the editor stated:
"An emergency need exists in Beaumont. There is not as much suffering
here, or as much unemployment, as there is in other cities, but quite enough
to warrant the charitable people of Beaumont in straining a point to make
their community chest subscriptions as large as possible."Io Still no panic,
but certainly recognition that 1930 had not turned out to be a banner year.
The Enterprise was finally aware of the existence of a serious depres-
~ion, yet it continued to expect recovery in the near future. As early as
January 1930, the editor saw signs of economic revivaI.ll In September,
be said the nation was slowly recovering and thought that slow recovery
was sounder than rapid.I~ On January 6, 1932, the Enterprise admitted
that previous predictions of recovery had been wrong, found "almost uni-
versal agreement" that the decline would be halted that year. "There
ill a limit to all periods of depression."13 As late as June 2, 1932, the En-
terprise declared: "The 'richest nation on earth' has not been reduced to
bankruptcy in three years. The actual wealth it possessed three years ago
is still in existence. Confidence, more than any other factor, will restore
prosperity."u
The Enterprise did not devote much space to philosophizing on the causes
of the depression. Over the nation, there were those who agreed with
President Hoover that economic dislocation in Europe was the fundamen-
tal cause of the depression, and others who blamed the collapse on deep
rottenness within the American economy. In many of its editorials the
Enterprise alluded to the soundness of the American system but in one on
May 8, 1981, it seemed to side with those who thought there was something
fundamentally wrong. "Even to a pet:son of ordinary intelligence who is
not an expert economist, a financier or an industrial leader, it is evident
that there is something wrong with the American industrial system, what-
ever may be said of conditions abi'Oad which injuriously affect that sys-
tem."15 It should be noted that this comment was not typical of the
Enterprise's attitude toward the economic system, at least until the elec-
'inn campaign of 1982.
In numerous editorials before the emergence of the New Deal the Enter-
jn'ise praised the free enterprise system while it deplored the growth of
the federal bureaucracy, the suppression of the pioneer spirit by paternal-
ism, and the drift toward state socialism under President Hoover. '8 In
view of subsequent events, it is interesting that these charges against the
Hoover administration were frequently made in the Democratic Press all
over the nation. The Enterpri.~e blamed industry itself for the increasing
domination of business by government. "There was a time in this country
when industrial leaders, financiers and businessmen of all kinds had self
reliance." But lately businessmen had been running to Washington for
helpY The oil companies, for example, were clamoring for legislative
a.ction to stop overproduction of petroleum when they ought to curtail out-
put by agreement among themselves. Despite its praise of the free enter-
prise system, the Entet"pf'ise thought the oil ::ompanies ought to be allowed
to make price and production agreements instead of being threatened "with
the club of an antiquated anti-trust law."18 After the establishment of
the Reconstruction Finance Corporation the Enterprise favored a strict
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loan policy to prevent habitual dependence upon the government for finan-
cial assistance. Prosperity would return only when people tried to solve
their "problems according to the time-tried formulas" that business had
always relied upon.19 "The sooner the American people regain their old
independent spirit, no matter how great the sacrifices they have to make,
the better it will be for them and their country."20
The Enterprise also condemned governmental regulation of agriculture,
particularly any attempt to limit cotton acreage by law. Several editorials
opposed efforts in the state legislature in 1931 to restrict cotton planting.
Such measures would interfere with the right of the citizen to do what he
pleased with his property. The mere suggestion by the Federal Farm
Board that farmers plow up every third row of cotton aroused the editor's
ire, as did a plan for federal subsidization of farm exports.21 When Huey
P. Long called upon Southern farmers to plant no cotton at all in 1932, ,
the Enterprise thought the proposal would do more harm than good. The
fate of the cotton industry, it said, l'ested in the hands of the farmers,
not with "lawmakers, ballyhoo artists, candidates for public office and poli-
ticians, "22 The cotton problem was purely economic; bankers and producers
could deal with it, but "the human race has learned by costly experience
that the less lawmaking bodies and politicians have to do with a nation's
~conomic questions the better off that nation is."23 In May 1932, the
Enterprise expressed doubt that the passage of the McNary-Haugen bill
would really solve the agricultural problem. "For years Congress has been
tinkering with the farm industry, and that industry is worse off today
than it has ever been before." Farmers, like businessmen, could do more
by getting together and working out their own solutions than by depending
upon Washington.24
Through the summer of 1931, the Enterprise opposed federal aid, espe-
cially the dole, for relief of the unemployed.u The idea that "federal tax.
payers contribute to the support of all the rest of the population, the
greater part of which pays no federal taxes-is injurious in many ways.
It weakens the morale of a people who have always felt heretofore that
they could take care of themselves." The government could furnish some
help "but in heaven's name let us fight the paternalism that is sapping
the energy and destroying the initiative of the American people, dipping
C'ur hands into the federal treasury only as a last resort, when all other ex-
pedients fail !"26 The United States should try everything else before it
adopted the English dole. Ambition died in idle men supported by the gov.
ernment.2'
The Enterprise modified its stand on federal relief much earlier than
;t admitted the need for government aid to business and agriculture. By
the fall of 1931, it wanted "assurance that the nation will have a prac-
ticable system for co-ordinating federal, state and municipal aid in readi-
ness before the winter arrives." If the dole were t.o be avoided, many
millions were required immediately to finance public works "to keep the
wheels of productive industry turning and provide work for all who need
work."28 As the winter of 1931-1932 brought great. suffering to the grow-
ing number of unemployed, the Enterprise said that if local relief meas-
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ures were inadequate the nation must turn to direct federal relief, even
the hated dole.29
In 1932, the Enterprise attacked the Hoover Administration for aiding
the corporations but neglecting the hungry masses. "The 'dole' has few
defenders, in principle, but starvation doel.l not permit of hair-splitting dis-
tinctions-that is, it does not permit them to be long continued, for men
may become desperate under the lash of hunger." Although the Hoover
Administration persisted in its claim that local and private agencies were
able to handle the relief problem, the Enterprise declared it had been
"demonstrated that every community cannot solve its relief and welfare
problems." The federal government must act.so
The unemployment situation, much more than the plight of business
and agriculture, brought the Enterprise to the point of questioning somp.
traditional American cliches about government aid and indh;dualism. An
editorial on November 23, 1932, said Americans were asking, "What does
it profit a man to enjoy the blessings of liberty if he is denied a job?" In
a pinch a man could live without political liberty, but he had to have food
and shelter. American politicians had long been preoccupied with liberty,
while an industrial system arose "that is now unable to provide millions
of good American citizens with something even more valuable than liberty."
Widespread unemployment which resulted in breakdown, both physical and
moral, created the worst social conditions possible. "Every man and
woman should have the right to earn his or her own livelihood. The world
may not owe every man a living, but it owes him a job."31
In the early days of the depression the Enterprise defended the right of
the unemployed to demonstrate peacefully and warned that police attacks
on hunger marches would make converts for Bolshevism.32 When a size-
able group from Beaumont left to join the veteran's bonus march on Wash-
ington in 1932, the Enterprise declared that these men had the "right of
appeal," but added that it would be unfortunate if radicals infiltrated the
marchers and caused disorder. 33 The editor did not think the Hoover Ad-
ministration's use of troops against the veterans was necessary, though he
did concede that it was difficult to know exactly what had happened.St
During another bonus march on Washington in 1933, the Enterprise
praised the Roosevelt Administration for avoiding a dangerous crisis by
giving the veterans a friendly reception-instead of troops, Mrs. Roosevelt
was sent to greet them.35
The Enterprise was not harshly critical of the Hoover Administration,
except perhaps on the unemployment question, until the election year of
1932. A supporter of Smith in 1928, it had condemned some of Hoover's
actions, including the signing of the Hawley-Smoot Tariff, but it had also
expressed confidence in his leadership during the early days of the de-
pression.S6 At the time of the Republican National Convention in June
1932, the Enterprise had some kind words for the President, but concluded
"m'ore in son'ow ~hari anger" that Hoover had "failed to meet the test of
a great national emergency."81 Ironically, one of the chief complaints the
Enterprise had against the champion of rugged individualism was that
during his administration "centralization of authority in Washington" had
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gone to "almost unbelievable extremes." "The federal government meddles
in private business and engages in private business on a vast scale. Bu-
reaucracy has had a mushroom growth which the feeble efforts of Congress
have done little or nothing to stay."38 The Enterprise did not blame
Hoover for the depression but found "that after the emergency arose he
did not act with the promptness and decision expected of him, that he
$eemed unwilling to believe the situation was as bad as it really was and
such leadership as he showed was ineffective."s9 It would seem that the
Enterprise expected Hoover to end the depression by some miracle which
did not involve increasing the government's role in economic life.
The Enterprise did not back Franklin D. Roosevelt for the Democratic
nomination in 1932; it thought Garner could "probably win more votes
than the somewhat colorless" governor of New York.·o Once FDR was
nominated, the paper supported him and denounced the "absurdity" of the
Republican charge that he was a radical or a "bolshevik."tI One editorial
praised Roosevelt's farm proposals for their conservatism. They would
lighten the farmer's tax burdens, refinance his mortgages, and give tariff
protection to his products, without making any more "raids on the federal
treasury" or "plunging t.he federal government further into private busi-
ness."42
It took the Enterprise several weeks to walm up to Roosevelt as a
campaigner and to accept some of the implicat.ions of his program. On
September 20, 1932, the editor wrote rather condescendingly of FDR as "a
gentleman with a gracious personality and ability above the ordinary, but
not a superlative leader." Despite his imperfect grasp of "some of the
essentials of the present political situation," he l!eemed to understand "the
nature of the opportunity before him." Yet, even his most ardent ad-
mirers did not claim he was a Wilson or Jefferson.43 One week later the
editor had discovered that "Mr. Roosevelt is about as shrewd a politician
as may be found in either the Republican or Democratic party. And he is
an expert campaigner.... So far he has not made a single blunder.""
On October 4, the Enterprise praised Roosevelt's humanitarianism and his
willingness to be classed as a radical in the tradition of Theodore Roose-
velt and Thomas Jefferson. His conservative critics were not fearful
merely of government competition with private enterprise but that the
government would guarantee "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"
to everyone, instead of just the privileged few. The editor of the Enter-
prise was convinced that the American governmental sy~em could make
this country a better place to live in "without neglecting any of its other
necessary functions, without undergoing any drastic or revolutionary
changes, and without the substitution of paternalism for democracy."·s
The Enterprise's illCl'easing fondness for Roosevelt during the cam-
paign matured into unrestrained admiration when he took office. Com-
menting upon FDR's inauguration, the editor said: "Here was the leader
the nation had been waiting for, a leader who thrust his chin out, became
deadly serious and declared in unequivocal terms that he intended to act
as becomes a leader." It was reassuring to know that the urbane and
charming campaigner could also be a grim and determined warrior..s8 The
Enterprise approved the new President's initial acts, including the bank
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holiday, and urged rapid passage of the Administration's economic meas-
ures by Congress. The free competitive system had broken down. Now,
some new way had to be found to match production with demand, a88Ure
"employment for the maximum number of workers at a wage that will
enable them to consume the maximum output of fa1111s and factories," and,
finally, to provide unemployment insurance and old-age pensions for those
who could not be continuously employed.':
As the New Deal program was presented to Congress the Enterprise
gave its endorsement to one measure after anothH. The federal "blue sky"
law giving the Federal Trade Commission authority to make seculities
sellers publish certain information about stock issues was necessary to pre-
vent the abuses of the past.·8 More stringent federal regulation of all
types of banking was essential for adequate protection of depositors.4 ' The
Enterprise expressed hope for the success of the London Monetary Con-
ference, but .it favored controlled inflation and supported Roosevelt's re-
!usal to bow to the demands of the gold bloc countries. Domestic pros-
perity must be restored before the dollar could be stabilized.~u The Ad-
ministration's transportation bill placing the railroads under a federal
coordinator would eliminate wasteful competition, reduce transportation
costs, and "lay the foundation for permanent reform of the nation's trans-
portation system."51 Though the Enterprise did not strongly endorse the
TVA at the time of its creation, neither did the paper damn it as creeping
f.:ocialism.8I
The Enterprise almost completely reversed itself on agricultural policy
between 1982 and 1988. Far from condemning the New Deal's farm legis-
lation as undue interference with private enterprise, the Beaumont paper
Ilpplauded it as a "daring experim~nt," a "bold remedy" for a desperate
aituation.53 The reduction of cotton production could be accomplished "nat-
urally" if the law of supply and demand were permitted to run its course,
but that would mean the ruin of too many fanners. Long-accepted eco-
nomic theories would have to be scrapped for a while; the federal govern.
ment was the only agency which could achieve the miracle of crop reduc-
tion. The editor had glowing praise for the govE'mment officials, county
agents, and plivate citizens who explained the AAA program to the grow-
ers, and for the Texas fanners who agreed to plow up part of their already
planted cotton crop. If the Roosevelt Administration did nothing
E'lse, the Enterprise declared, it deserved an honol'E'd place in history for
successfully reducing cotton production.s4
The Enterprise heartily endorsed the National Industdal Recovery Act
and urged business and industry to comply with its provisions quickly.
True, the act had been called socialistic and it gavE' unprecedented power
to the President, but it was necessary "to put aside for awhile some of
this nation's most cherished traditions of independent action and individual
initiative" in order to deal effectively with the dep]·ession.~5
The oil industry occupied a particularly important place in the editorial
columns of the Ent~e. In 1931, the paper was critical of the petro-
leum companies who turned to the government for a solution to the mar-
ket glut that was pushing prices lower. The ElIterpn'u: admitted the need
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for proration by the Texas Railroad Commission but vigorously opposed a
graduated gross production tax on petroleum proposed by Governor Miriam
A. Ferguson.$~ However, by the spring of 1933, when oil was selling for
ten cents a barrel in East Texas, the Enterprise was calling for federal
control. The industry should have put its own house in order but it had
failed-as had the state government-to atop overproduction. Now, de-
clared the editor, the Roosevelt Administration would be remiss in its duty
if it did not stabilize the oil industry and prevent. further waste.G1 "The
strong hand of the federal government impowered to prevent interstate
shipments of oil illegally produced is needed to prevent violators of prora-
tion and conservation laws from profiting at the expense of the state and
of oil producers who are trying to obey the law."n The Enterprise ap-
proved of an NRA code for the demoralized petroleum industry which
seemed eager to submit to federal regulation. If Congress passed social-
istic legislation, "the explanation must be sought in industry itself, which
was unable to solve its own problems."G8 The time had come when the na-
tion was no longer interested in quarrels between the major companies and
the independents but in "the conservation of natural resources, an ade-
quate supply of oil, gasoline and other petroleum products at a reasonable
price and stability in one of the nation's greatest industries."8o
The depression as viewed by the Enterprise in 1933 was a great test of
democracy in America. Other countries had turned to totalitarianism and
our own Congress had conferred almost dictatorial powers upon President
Roosevelt. Yet, the paper saw the salvation of democracy in the United
States in exactly the kind of leadership FDR was giVing the nation. He
had not illegally seized power, but was acting with the consent of Congress
and the people.~1 It was no violation of the Constitution for' Congress to
grant the President authority to deal with an emergency. "It is as if a
great fire were raging, Franklin D. Roosevelt is the fire chief; Congress
is the fire department."82 The President had broken the frustrating dead-
lock which was threatening the life of the nation. He had the confidence
of the people and was doing "a masterful job" in securing necessary legis-
lation from Congress.83 At the end of the Hundred Days, the Ente'T'p'l"iae
declared that this session of Congress was WIthout parallel in peacetime--
P..oosevelt had obtained practically everything he asked for. To comfort
those who feared dictatorship, the Enterprise &Ssured its readers that the
President would use his power with restraint. "The American people need
have no fear that they will become wards of the federal government, their
lives regulated, their private affairs controlled by the federal government
and its agents.""
Like democracy, capitalism in America was also on trial in 1933; how-
l::ver, the Enterprise was not certain of ita fate. The capitalistic system
had made the United States rich, but had "prevented an equitable distri-
bution of the wealth created by manipulation of labor and capital."l6 The
depression was largely the result of Republican policy which bad fostered
the concentration of wealth in the hands of an Eastern financial oligarchy
and forced the rest of the people into econlJmic bondage." The United
States, though "still wedded to capitalism," was "clamoring for a more
enlightened form of it" and would no longer "tolerate a &)Tatem incapable
of protecting the many against the aelfish greed of a few." The private
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enterprise system cCl.i.ld survive only if its leaders showed "enough wisdom
lind courage to face new responsibilities" and develop "a social conscious-
ness, conspicuous by its absence from the pre-depression capitalism of the
United States."6T
The Enterprise was not afraid to use the term "socialism" in describing
the New Deal program. Herbert Hoover, "conservative and reactionary,"
had plunged the government into business with the RFC and other meas-
ures; then Roosevelt had carried the nation further down the road to state
&ocialism than any pre-depression observer could have imagined. But,
this was what the people wanted.68 What if Roosevelt's policies were so-
cialistic? The utter failure of traditional methods to end the economic
crisis had forced the President to experiment with new programs. The
American people were fortunate to "have such a man in the White House
" now-a man who is not afraid to make use of socialistic theories, and feels
that he has no alternative but to utilize the powers of government to do
what private initiative is unwilling to do or is incapable of doing." The
Enterprise was certain, however, that Roosevelt would abandon any pro-
gram that did not work and would not push socialism to the point of
creating a "soviet America." Thomas Jefferson's eternal rest would not
be disturbed by the New Deal.6t
At the end of Roosevelt's first Hundred Days, the Beaumont Enterprise
was optimistic about the future. It had learned many lessons from the
depression and changed its stand on a number of issues, particularly those
related to the government's participation in economic life. Indeed, its hope
for the future was based upon vigorous federal participation in areas once
leserved for private enterprise. The Enterprise warmly endorsed the new
society envisioned by New Deal planners. Above all, it wanted no return
to the good old ways of the pre-depression era. It was unthinkable, said
~ an editorial in July, 1933, that the "progress recently made toward. a bet-
ter order of living in America, a more equitable distribution of the wealth
and future insurance against a repetition of current evils will all be thrown
llway, that the United States of 1934-35-36 and subsequent years will be
like the United States of Harding, Coolidge and Hoover."7o
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early beginnings to 1960 see Fl"ank Spurgeon Morris> "History of the
Beaumont Enterprise" (unpublished Master of Arts thesis, Stephen F.
Austin State College, 1961.
"Beaumont Enterprise, February 12, 1930.
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22Ibid., August 23, September 8, 1981.
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2~Ibid., August 3, 1931.
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28Ibid., August 19, September 9, 1931.
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30Ibid., June 4, September 3, 16, 1932.
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39Ibid., March 4, 1933.
•oIbid., May 24, 25, 1932.
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•6Ibid., March 7, 1933.
"Ibid., March 7, 9, 17, 1933.
,sIbid., March 30, 1933.
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50Ibid., April 25, June 13, 24, July I, 7, 12, 1933.
51Ibid., April 13, 25, May 7, 1933.
52Ibid., May 19, 1933.
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On the grounds of the Elementary School, San Augustine, alongside
Highway 21, the State of Texas has erected a monument marking the site
of Wesleyan College. The curious motorist who stops to read the inscrip_
tion finds these words:
SITE OF
WESLEYAN COLLEGE
Established in 1842. Incorporated January 16, 1844 by
the Methodist Church. Named for John Wesley (1703-
1791), the Founder of Methodism. A Successful School
for a Brief Period .. United With the University of San
Augustine in 1847 To Form the University of East Texas,
Which Shortly Expired
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In this paper several aspects of this pioneer institution, the third college in
Texas to be organized under the auspices of the Methodist· EpilCopal
Church, will be described.1
I. FOUNDING OF THE COLLEGE
The man who took the lead in organizing Wesleyan Col1ege was the
Reverend Daniel Poe, a Methodist minister who had emigrated from Ohio
to Texas in 1842.2 A Committee of Direction was established, and plans
for a two story building, occupying an area of forty by eighty feet, were
drawn. James Perkins was appointed as contractor for its construction.3
The Masons of San Augustine, organized as McFarland Lodge No.3, laid
the cornerstone of the building in ceremonies held on August 26, 1843.4
On this occasion speeches were delivered by' David S. Kaufman, former
Speaker of the House of the Texas Republic, and Kenneth L. Anderson, a
rising young lawyer who eventually became Vice President of the Repub-
lic.5 The organizers of the College hoped to occupy their new quarters on
November I, 1843.6 The College did not move into the building until
March, 1844, however. Meanwhile, the "premises formerly occupied by
Col. Campbell" had been purchased as a residence for the College Prin-
cipal and for the use of the College's Female Department.7
After plans for the Col1ege had been drawn up and construction of its
main building had begun, Poe sought the patronage of the Texas Annual
Conference of the Church. He described his plans to the session of the
Conference which met at the Robinson settlement, near Huntsville, on
December 13, 1843. The Conference voted to take the Col1ege "under its
foetering care,"s The Reverend Lester Janes was appointed College Prin-
cipal by Bishop James O. Andrew.S
Thereafter, the sponsors of the College approached the Congress of the
Republic of Texas and petitioned for a charter. President Sam Houston
approved the charter on January 16, 1844.10 A board of thirteen trustees
was authorized; the first members of the board were named in the charter.
(Curiously fourteen names are listed in the document.) The trustees in-
cluded such persons as Henry W. Augustine, major in the Cherokee War
and member of the House in the Io'ifth Congress of the Republic; Travis G.
Broocks, commander of the militia in the Regular-Moderator War; J.
Pinckney Henderson, sometime minister of the Texas Republic to England
and France; John G. Love, appointed collector of customs at Gaines Ferry
on the Old San Antonio Road in 1837; and three Methodist ministers, Lit-
tleton Fowler, Frances Wilson, and Daniel Poe."
II. FINANCING THE COLLEGE
The founder of the College, Daniel Poe, died in July, 1844, shortly after
the College moved into its new building.l2 The job of raising funds to
support the school was given to the Reverend Francis Wilson, who was
appointed Financial Agent of the College. Wilson had emigrated from
Ohio to Texas in 1839.18 In 1840 he had become the first Methodist min_
ister to be stationed regularly in Nacogdoches. He had moved to San
Augustine in 1841.14
..
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Wilson travelled tarflughout East Texas, seeking donations for the
College. In his first reT/ort to the Board of TlUstc:es after having been
:lppointed Financial Agent, he outlined the itinerary which he had fol·
t lowed. From San Augustine Wilson travelled south to Jefferson County,
over to Liberty, and then on to Houston and Galveston. Then he made
his way back to Houston and returned home via the Trinity RivnY' Among
other donations received on this trip, Wilson recorded the gift of a sixth
of a league of land on the Colorado River by "the Honourable M. Cart·
wright";16 a gift of one league from "the Honourable General Bakel''';'7
and a gift of one thousand acres of land on the San Jacinto River by Gen·
~ I.. ral Davis. '8 By the time the first regular session of the College ~ot
underwa)', the school had received a total of twenty thousand acres of
land. ,e
The College needed not only land but also hard cash. In order to raise
money, Wilson returned to the United States. His travels took him as far
as the state of Ohio, from which he had removed to come to Texas.2o As
he went, Wilson delivered lectul'es on the Texas Republic, in which he ex-
tolled the Republic's fertile soil and mild climate as well as "her political
and moral economy."21 "The land along Texas rivers produces good
crops of cotton, rice, sugar cane, corn and tobacco," Wilson declared. Figs
and all sorts of melons do well. He describes the people of Texas, esti-
mating the population of Republic to be 200,000 persons, of which
120,00 are "white American." Wilson concludes his lecture with remarks
concerning the state of religion and education in the Republic. The two
Methodist colleges in Texas are Rutersville and Wesleyan. The latter
school, Wilson reports, had a faculty.of seven and a student body of one
hundred fifty-five during its first session.
Wilson's efforts as Financial Agent were well rewarded, Not only did
he secure gifts of land, such as those previously mentioned; he is also cred-
ited with having raised twenty thousand dollars for the College.22
III. ACADEMIC ORGANIZATION AND CURRICULUM
Wesleyan, like many other nieteenth century colleges, was not only an
institution of higher education, but an elementary and secondary school
as well. The institution was divided into Primary, Preparatory, Collegiate
fmd Female Departments.23 In the Primary Department the beginning
student studied reading, writing, geography and arithmetic. These stud-
ies WHe continued in the Preparatory Department; other subjects were
edded, including algebra, bookkeeping, American history and ancient myth-
ology. The course also included the study of Gn·ek and Latin, practice in
English composition and the delivery of declamations. "A thorough train-
ing in elementary and introductory studies" was a perequisite for admis-
sion to the Collegiate Department.u
The student in the Collegiate Department continued his study of Greek,
Latin and mathematics, progressing in this latter subject through differ-
ential and integral calculus. Three new fields of study appeared in the
collegiate curriculum, namely, natural science, English literature and the
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"intellectual and moral sciences." that is to say, philosophy and religion.2~
Contrary to what one might expect in a denominational college, the Bible
was not studied extensively. The Greek New Testament was one of several
texts used in the collegiate classes in the Greek language; this is the only
reference to the fonnal study of the Scriptures in the College. The stu_
dent was introduced to several branches of science; he was expected to
study ,~xt in botany, chemistry, geology, mineralogy, and anatomy. No
laboratory work in these subjects was offered. The visiting committee
eppointed by the Conference of 1847 lamented the fact that the College had
no "apparatus" which might be used to illustrate the lectures in science; it
hoped to purchase this equipment soon.28 The study of English literature ~
included a considerable amount of work in history. In the 1840's the study
of history ill college was unusual; Wesleyan College in this regard was
somewhat in advance of its time.21
EXAMINATIONS AND COMMENCEMENT
At the close of the school year, each student enrolled in the College
was examined orally by his teachers, in the presence of a committee ap-
pointed by the Methodist Conference. The report of the visiting committee
for 1847 presents many interesting details of the examination procedure.
The examinations were spread out over the better part of a week. On
the first two days, July 26 and 27, the girls of the Female Department
were examined. Each of the thirty-five girls was individually questioned
hy her teachers, Reverend and Mrs. R. W. Kennon. The committee reports
that the class in chemistry was especially notable. The examination of
the fifty boys and young men enrolled in the College began in the chapel
on the 28th and continued through the 29th. First "the junior classes," a
phrase which apparently refers to the Preparatory Department, were ques-
tioned both by their teachers, R. M. Blades and Warren Coles, and by
"other gentlemen present."28 "The higher classes," or the Collegiate De-
partment, were then examined in history, mathematics, philosophy and the
languages, by the President of the College, the Reverend F. H. Blades,
p.nd the Professor of Mathematics, the Reverend W. N. Hannon. The
committee reports, "We were delighted with the examination of the
class in geometry, also with the class in natural philosophy."3o The pro-
gram for the fifth and last day of the examination week, Fiday, July 30,
mcluded the delivery of declamations and of Qriginal speeches by students,
an addess on education by "Mr. Frazier of Marshall, Texas" and another
by professor Hannan.~1
Wesleyan College granted only two degrees during its short existence.
Both of these degrees were awarded in February, 1846. The recipients
were J. S. Dixon and F. B. Sexton. In later life Dixon entered the medical
profession.32 Sexton read law in the office of J. P. Henderson and O. M.
Roberts, and was admitted to the bar in 1848. He represented Texas in
the Confederate Congress and later became prominent in Masonic activities
in the state,33
..
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V. RELIGIOX AND MORALITY
Wesleyan College was founded not only in order to provide instruction
in academic subjects but also to encourage morality. This intention is
clearly stated in the report of the Committee on Education to the 1847
l;ession of the Methodist Conference.
Education, without moral instruction, is a misnomer. To educate
the head without a refinement of the moral feelings; to instruct
the mind and leave the heart untrained, in the great morals of
christianity, would be to ann an enemy, and render him efficient
in the execution of crime. The obligations of the church, there-
fore, on the subject of education are easily deduced.~·
Formal instruction in ethics was a palt of the College cUlTiculum, but
this was not the only means employed to direct the students in the way
they should go. The members of the faculty were expected to keep a close
watch over the young people committed to their care; the College visitors
assured the parents of prospective students "that the morals of the stu-
dents are strictly guarded, and are safe here."3S The citizens of San Au-
gustine were felt to be the sort of persons who would set a good example
for the young to follow. One committee which visited the College declared
enthusiastically, "We think that there is no place in Texas that excels
this town, either in religion or morals."36
Both the faculty and the students of the College participated in the re-
ligious revivals and camp meetings held in the vicinity. Evidently the
ministers on the College faculty helped to lead these services. "It was
truly an interesting sight," observes H. H. Kelsey in 1847, "to see the
tell.chers who had been engaged during the day in the school room, in-
l;tructing their pupils in the principles of science, engaged at night in the
altar, 'pointing them to the blood of the Lamb that taketh away the sins
of the world.' "37
True to the spirit of John Wesley, the College authorities tried to dis-
tinguish between the basic principles of evangelical Chistianity and the
~ particular doctrines of Methodism. They encouraged the students to ac-
cept the former and disclaimed any attempts to impose the latter. The
representatives of the Conference declared roundly "that no sectarian in-
fluence is exerted, in any denominational point ()f view, in this institution.
The teachers labor to raise the standard and promote good morals, and per-
,made their pupils to be Christians, but not Methodists exclusively."s8 This
policy was characteristic of southern Methodist colleges during the 1840's.~G
..
IV. CONCLUSION
In 1847, both of the colleges located in San Augustine, Wesleyan Col-
lege and San Augustine University, were closed; each of them had lost the
financial support needed to maintain its operations.tO The citizens of San
Auugstine hoped that one institution might succeed where two had failed.
The legislature was asked to charter a new school, to be called the "Uni-
versity of East Texas"; the charter was approved on March 8, 1848.41
The trustees of Wesleyan College, over the protests of the Methodist Con-
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ference, transferred the property of the College to the new school.<2 Thus
Wesleyan College disappeared as a separate entity. Even its building dis-
appeared in September, 1870, when it burned to the ground under mys-
terious circumstances.<3
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When Bishop Thomas Asbury Morris left Cincinnati, Ohio, in August
1841 to attend the western conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
he promised to keep Charles Elliott, editor of the Western Christian Advo-
cate, informed of his activities. Therefore, upon departing from St. Louis
for the Republic of Texas, Morris began writing a series of letters de-
scribing his journey.l
The journey had both religious and persor.al import for the Bishop
because it gave him an opportunity to evaluate the progress of his denom-
ination in Texas and at the same time to effect a reconciliation with his
twenty-four-year-old son, Francis Asbury Morris, who had been appointed
attorney general of Texas by President Mirabeau B. Lamar on May 10,
1841. Father and son had not seen one another in three years due primar-
ily to the father's belief in total abstinence and the son's intemperance.
After being admitted to the bar in Ohio, young Morris came to Texas in
the late 1830's, where he achieved notoriety for his drinking habits in a
land where intemperance was common. In July after his appointment as
attorney general, he went on a drunken spree that disgusted other mem-
bers of the Lamar administration and brought a recommendation that he
be dismissed. "Mr. Morris is habitually intoxicated," Samuel Alexander
Roberts wrote the President, "and in this Situation exhibits himself to the
public view of the Citizens almost daily- The position he is known to
occupy under your administration, and under your very eye too requires
that unless there is a great reform he should be removed." But two days
later Roberts retracted his recommendation, informing Lamar that he be-
lieved Morris had seen the error of his ways: "Mr. M has this morning
joined [the] Temperance Society for life, and his friends tell me, there
i~ not a doubt he will ... adhere to his VOW."2 The refol'mation was in-
deed genuine; and, upon hearing of it, his father resolved not only to at-
tend the Texas conference but also to visit his son in Austin and persuade
him to return home.
Leaving St. Louis on October 19, 1841, Bishop Morris traveled in com-
pany with Josiah W. Whipple, John Clark, and the latter's wife and nine-
year-old son, John Emory. Whipple and Clark, both cIel'gymen who had
volunteered for missionary duty in Texas, rode with Mrs. Clark in a "cov-
ered wagon, hung on elliptic springs," while Morris and the boy rode in
So "common size buggy, drawn by one horse." Among the some five hun-
dred pounds of baggage they carried with them were "a linen tent, glass
lamp, ax, hammer, tea-kettle, frying-pan, coffee-mill, patent coffee boiler,
water bucket, provision basket, plates, knives and forks, spoons, etc." As
the Bishop observed in one of his letters, they traveled in a leisurely fash-
ion, stopping to preach and visit along the way. Pa~sing through Missouri
and into Arkansas, they arrived at Batesville in time for the Arkansas
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ronference on November 5.3 Then taking the road south again, they
headed for Natchitoches, Louisiana, whence they took the Old San Antonio
Road westward into Texas, crossing the Sabine River at Gaines Ferry and
arrivin~ at San Augustine, where the Texas conference was to meet, on
December 18.
Bishop Morris' pre....ious experience had conditioned him for the long
journey. Born near Charlestown in what later became West Virginia on
April 28, 1794, Morris entered the itinerant ministry of the Methodist
Episcopal Church in 1814 and was assigned to the Marietta circuit of the
Ohio conference. He later estimated that in the first two years of his
ministry he traveled 5,500 miles on horseback and preached 500 times and
that during the first twelve years of his ministry he received only $2,000 in
recompense. Morris suffered a stroke of paralysis in 1826 while serving
in western Kentucky, but he recovered sufficiently to continue his ministry.
He became editor of the Western Christian Advocate when that organ was
founded in Cincinnati in 1834 and two years later he was elected bishop, a
post he held for thirty-six years until his death in Springfield, Ohio, on
September 2, 1874. In the North-South split of his church in 1844, Morris
chose the Northern branch, but he maintained close ties with individual
Southerners; and, when reconciliation was discussed after the Civil War,
he was regarded as a link between the two sect.ions. Described as a "prac_
tical, witty, and blunt, but kind" man, he had received a D.D. degree from
McKendree College in 1841 shortly before his journey to Texas.-
The two men who tra....eled to Texas with Morris were destined to leave
their mark on Methodism there. Josiah W. Whipple served in various
parts of Texas, becoming so well known that, according to the historian
of Texas Methodism, his name was "a household word over a large section
of our Church in Texas for many years."~ John Clark, by contrast, served
c,nly two years and departed with the denunciations of Texan Methodists
ringing in his ears. One of Texas' two representatives at the General
Conference of 1844, the conference that saw the sectional division of the
church, Clark outraged Texans by voting with the Northern faction to
oust Bishop James Asgood Andrew because of his ownership of slaves.
Charged with misrepresenting his constituency and branded as a "Judas
Escariot," Clark did not return to the Texas field after his fateful vote.s
At the Texas conference of 1841 Clark was assigned as presiding elder
of the Rutersville district, while Whipple was assigned to Austin. Thus
their travels with Bishop Morris did not end at San Augustine. Loading
wagon and buggy again, the party set out for Austin, traveling by way
of Crockett, Huntsville, Washington-on-the-Brazos, Rutersville-where the
Clark family left the party-and Bastrop.
Near Austin, Morris met his son and found to his delight that the
young man had resigned as attorney general on December 13 and was pre-
pared to return home with him. Deciding to take the water route home,
the Bishop and his son traveled to Galveston by way of San Felipe and
Houston and took a steamer for New Orleans. With this journey Francis
Asbury Morris turned 'his back on Texas and his disreputable past. The
following autumn he became a teacher at St. Charles College in St. Charles,
Missouri, and shortly thereafter he entered the ministry of the Methodist
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Episcopal Church. He became a minister of the St. Louis circuit when
that circuit was cl'eated in 1845 and served there until after 1872.7
Possibly because of his joy at the return of his prodigal son, Bishop
Monis wrote a generally favorable report of what he saw in Texas. Al-
though he found "plenty of sinners" in Texas, he marveled at the progress
his church had made in the fOUl' years since the first missionaries were
sent there, and he found the soil more fertile and the inhabitants more
:ntelligent than he had expected. His letters to Elliott, which follow, tell
not only of the progress of religion in the Texas Republic but also de-




The road from Natchitoches to the Sabine is broad, much traveled, and
though passing over a broken country, would be tolerabl~T pleasant, if it
were not torn to pieces by the cotton wagons; but we were almost con-
!'tantly meeting teams of horses, mules, or oxen, mostly from Texas, draw-
ing ponderous loads of this staple to Natchitoches, the great cotton depot
for eastern Texas, as well as its own vicinity, in consequence of which
much of the road was in bad condition.
Thursday, 16th, in the forenoon, we passed Fort Jessup, on high, dry
ground, twenty-five miles from Natchitoches. The houses are built of
wood, and the walks shaded with China-trees, but present nothing striking
in appearance. 01' materially different from other military posts on the
fl'ontier. Much money, of course, has been expended here by the Govern-
ment, but how profitably to the country I am not prepared to say. We
saw five or six soldiers only; some of these were standing about the street,
and the others at a considerable distance from the fort, walking about
leisurely; we saw no other persons except two men at the hotel, and some
very rude children romping about the post-office. It is supposed by some
~ that if the best of these houses were rented out for a tavern-stand, and the
fort converted into a yard to accommodate the wagons of emigrants and
cotton-planters, it might save some expense to the General Government,
and do more real service to the country. Of this, however, I profess to
know nothing. A few miles beyond the fort we met a small drove, say
twenty fat bullocks, large and handsome, driven from the Trinity, and
going to the Natchitoches market. Such exports of cotton and stock from
Texas must bring into it large sums of good money. That night we lodged
at the Dry Camp, on a fine ridge, where it was difficult to obtain a suffi-
ciency of good water for ourselves and horses, though in all other respects
cur location was comfortable, and the more so as we were well sheltered
from the north-west wind, which was cold enough to form some ice in
the water bucket.
Friday, 17th, we, came down to Sabine river, at Gaine's FelTY; stopped
on the east shore; took our last luncheon in the United States; crossed
ever and were within the limits of the "virgin republic." Sabine is about
ten rods wide, its banks steep and high, and has fourteen feet water in the
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channel. The bottom lands adjoining are wet and poor, producing water-
oak, gum, and cypress. Pendleton9 is the name of a poor village on the
west bank, containing some six or eight houses, most of which are empty.
Leaving this we passed over level ground, plowing through white sand,
which tried the strength of our teams for four miles, when we rose on to
high ground and entered the border of that interesting part of Texas
called the Redlands, which is thickly settled and well improved. Our first
night in the republic was passed in Redland Camp, near a pure fountain
or excellent spring water, clear, soft, and pleasant to the taste, a short
distance east of Milam. Here we found ourselves in a pleasant and plen-
tiful country. Whatever we desired for ourselves, or horses, was readily
nbtained, and on reasonable terms, compared with what we had been pay-
ing for the same articles in Arkansas and Louisiana. We added to our
imported provisions a mess of sweet potatos, which were to us the first-
fruits of the land, and an excellent omen of its good things. The night
was cool, but clear, and so ped·ectly calm, that the smoke went up from
our hickory-log fit·e as straight as if it had passed through a stone chim-
ney. Our camp was handsomely illuminated by driving down a stake at
each front corner, splitting the top and introducing torches of lightwood.
We had one of our best camp suppers, felt every way cheerful, happy, and
joyful; spent the evening in our own quiet habitation, singing the songs of
Zion, among others the Jubilee of the Israelites, and with some emphasis
when we came to these words:
"Though Baca's vale be dry, and the land yield no supply,
To a land of corn and wine, we'll go on, we'll go on," etc.
Also the verse which refers to their crossing Jordan, and entering the
promised land, the last of which is,
"Jehovah rules the tide, and the waters he'll divide,
And the ransomed host shall shout, we are come, we are come."
Saturday morning, 18th, before sunrise, the mercury fell to twenty-
four degrees above zero, and the leaves were handsomely frosted over, but
all melted away as soon as the sun shone upon it. After bt·eakfast we
passed through Milam,lo the seat of justice for Sabine county, which is
built on the red clay, and contains from twelve to twenty houses, nearly
the color of the dust in their streets. In sight of town was a gallows stili
standing, where there had recently been an l<xecution, the particulars of
which we did not learn, and I only advert to it to remind bad people in the
United States, that if they do not wish to be hung, they had better keep
away from Texas. Just at the west end of Milam is a handsome stream
of water called Boreyas [i.e., Boregas] creek, where the white sycamore
and large, green magnolia-trees formed a contrast at once singular and
beautiful. The Redlands are undulating, rich, and judging from the
stocks of corn and cotton, they must be about as productive as the "bot-
toms" of the Mississippi and Red rivers. They are also remarkably well-
watered, abounding with small streams from never-f::.iling springs. East
of the Sabine we had muddy roads and dry brooks, but west of it we had
dry roads and plenty of running water. These lands are likewise well
timbered with hickory, oak, and, in some places, pine on the ridges. In
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the richest land, huwp.ver, the most common growth is young hickory,
white to the very center, and nearly as hard as Iignumvitae. The top
limbs of the hickories have a whitish appearance; and, standing on an
elevation where we could see over the forest trees for miles, the vales
white with hickory, and the ridges green with pine, the whole presented
the appearance of a striped carpet, beautiful beyond description. We oc-
casionally saw quarries of building-stone on the points of ridges sloping
down to the runs, but none in the road, which, in all places on the red
sod, whether level or hilly, was perfectly firm, and nearly as smooth as
a waxed floor. That it becomes soft and muddy when wet, there is no
doubt, though it very soon dries into hardness by the action of wind and
sun; but when we came through it was perfectly dry. There are in this
palt of the republic an enterprising community, and strong indications of
growing wealth among them.
Saturday evening we reached San Augustine, the seat of justice for
the county of the same name. This is one of the largest towns in Texas,
containing some eight hundred or one thousand inhabitants. It is situated
on the east side of the Ayish bayou. The houses are mostly frame, and
painted white. There is in the town an academy of respectable appeal'-
ance;ll also a new Methodist chapel about forty by thirty feet, just brought
into use, but not finished. We were glad to finish this tedious journey.
My traveling companions had come from the extreme north part of Illinois,
more than one thousand miles, with the same teams, and I had accompanied
them from St. Louis to this place, about seven hundred and fifty miles.
Our time from St. Louis through was two months; but deducting the Sab-
bath and other days on which we stopped to preach or rest, we were ac-
tually on the road thirty-seven days, and slept in our own camp twenty
nights. Still the journey has been, upon the whole, quite a pleasant one.
We were much favored as to weather and low waters. Our company was
pleasant, and when in camp we were not annoyed by cigars, whisky, or
rude language. We were often weary, and sometimes wet and cold, but,






The Texas conference met on the 23d instant, in the city of San Au-
gustine. Most of the members were present: two were absent, and one or
two of those in attendance were in poor health. There has been no death
among them the past year; but some of the first band of missionaries are
nearly worn out. The conference was reinforced by four transferred, one
readmitted, and three young men admitted on trial; one located, and two
probationers were discontinued. The whole number of names on the Min-
utes is twenty-threc-sixteen are members of c.:>nference, and the balance
are on trial.12
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On the day that conference commenced its session, we were recClvmg
the full force of a norther, which was preceded by a heavy fall of rain the
day before. It continued quite cold for this countl'Y the balance of the
week: and on Sabbath morning; hail, or round snow, commenced falling
obliquely from the east, which continued till afternoon, when it assumed
the form of a cold rain, producing a very chilly state of atmosphere, which
of course lessened our congregation: still the house was tolerably well
filled morning and afternoon. Seven deacons and two elders were or-
dained: all local brethren, except three of the deacons.
When the Texas mission was instituted in 1837, it was scarcely to be
I'Xpected that in four years we should see here an annual conference, with
twenty-three traveling and thirty-six local r-reachers, and a membership
of two thousand, seven hundred and ninety-five: but so it is in fact.13
The prospects of this young conference are truly encouraging. Their way
is open to nearly every neighborhood and village in the republic: and in
most places Methodism appears to be favorably received by the people.
We have the ascelldency over all other denominations: and if we do not
keep it, the fault will be our own. An itinerant ministry, which is best
for all countries, is specially adapted to this, in the present scattered con-
rlition of the inhabitants; while the climate, to some extent, supersedes the
necessity of chapels. Camp meetings have been held to advantage, the past
year, in December, when the people were healthy, and free from the an-
noyance of musketoes, [sic] and other troublesome insects.
The missionary meeting was held on Monday night; and though the
weather was damp and chilly, it was well attended: the amount collected
was seventy-foul' dollars and forty-foul' cents. Some jewelry was thrown
in, after which one gave foul' town lots, another fifteen lots; one one hun-
dred acres of land, two others three hundred and twenty acres each, and
one a quarter of a league. All these donations, it is presumed, will be
available. The lands given at the missionary meeting last· year have been
legally conveyed, and will some day bring the cash into the treasul'Y.
Tuesday evening, the conference terminated a harmonious and pleasant
session of five days, and every man repaired to his own field of labor,
ready to spend and be spent in its cultivation.
To-morrow I am to leave for Austin, distant three hundred and fifty






The'Redland, which I attempted to describe in a former communication,
includes several counties up and down the Sabine river, and extends west
to the Attoaye £i.e., Attoyac], which is the line between San Augustine
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~nd Nacogdoches counties. After passing this stream, the land assumes
more of a chocolate hue, and soon ends in sand, of ,....hich very much of
the last.mentioned county consists. It was on Thursday, December 30th,
that we resumed our journey; and having been detained one day over our
appointed time, by reason of a cold, north-east rain, we made a long (l.·j"e
to reach a brother's house on the way. It was dark before we got there,
and learned that the good man of the house was from home, and the good
lady was sick, and of course could not receive us, but gave us horse-proven-
der, and we soon found shelter under our town tent. Brothel' Carl," on
his way to Victoria circuit, lodged with us that night. When the sun rose
upon us, next morning, we found ourselves in the city of Melrose,l~ just
laid out, and two or three cabins erected for a commencement. Whether
we were on Main-street, or on somebody's lot, is not known to us; but in
(either case we advanced the improvement of the city, by cutting down, log-
ging off, and burning up a snarl)' hickory-tree, to keep us wal'm and cook
our supper and breakfast.
Friday, 31st, we passed through Nacogdoches, originally a Mexican
town, and at present a mixture of American and Spanish houses, One of
the latter, built of stone, is said to he nearly :me hundl'ed years 0ld,16 Th"
town is small, containing some three or foul' hundred inhabitants, and is
situated on a plain of white sand, between two small creeks, which may
be a half of a mile asunder; the poor ridges setting in on both sides. When
we came through a crowd of pc.ople had collected, partly to pay their last
respects to a deceased fellow-citizen, and partly to witness the examination
of a man charged with having committed murder a few days prior at a
horse_race, the result of which examination we did not leam. That night
we lodged at the house of a Mr. Greer, a clever Cumberland Presbyterian,
and were charged nothing.
Saturday, January 1st, we passed through Douglass17 a small viJlage,
neal' which a company of men were collectl'd to try the speed of their
quarter-nags, and spend their surplus shillings at the placl' of strong
(Ij·ink. Such meetings arc' disg"aceful to allY community; hut what better
could we expect of Texans, se('in~ they come mostly from the United Statl's,
whel'c hOI'se-racing' is encoura~('<'d by Jaw') IT' thl' afternoon, wc put up at
Mr, M'Night's. to rest ovel' th .. Sabbath, and to preach. if opportunity
offered.
On Sunday we went to a school-house at the Union campground, two
miles hom Douglass, to hear the Rev. Mr, Watkins,18 a Cumberland Pres-
byterian minister, preach; but, at his special request, I had the honol' to
become his SUbstitute, and brothel' Clark preachcd at the village in the
evening, There are in this neighborhood somf' Methodists, Baptists, and
Presbyterians, and plenty of sinners,
On Monday sister Clark was so much indisposed that we were obli~ed
to remain another day with M j'. M'Nig-ht; however, as he is a gooe! ole!
Presbyterian, and we had preached twice, and served at his family altar
p"el'y night, he let us off with fifteen dollars in par funds.
Tuesday, 4th, we crossed Angelina and Neches rivcrs, both small
streams, such as would be called cl'ceks in thp westf'rn states. Retween
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these rivers there is a body of handsome land, and tolerably rich, being
nearly all the good land we saw in Nacogdoches county. The old San An-
tonio road, which we tJ'aveled here, is the south line of what is called the
Cherokee land, which was said to be given by the Mexicans to the Cher-
okees for their service in fighting the Camanhees [Comanche] and Texans;
but the Texans never acknowledged the claim of the Cherokees, and finding
them troublesome, drove them off, and are settling it themselves. 'Vhen
we crossed Neches river, we entered Houston county, and some eight miles
beyond lodged at a good house of entertainment, kept by Mrs. M'Lean,
whose husband was one of the first American settlers in the republic. The
fare was both cheap and comfortable.
Wednesday, 5th, we passed Crockett, the county seat of Houston. The
town is new and small, but apparently improving. That €vening we called
on brother Box, a short distance beyond Crock€tt, who cheerfully received
lind entertained us as well as he could.
Thursday, 6th, we halted at a new Methodist camp-ground, and filled
our vessels with water to serve us through an unsettled region of eighteen
miles, where no water is to be obtained. In the afternoon we crossed Big
Prairie-high, dry, and handsome, but not rich-and saw large flocks of
deer, but so wild, that we could not approach within four hundred yards
of them. Leaving the prairie, we came down through poor pine woods, and
in the evening, while crossing a deep ravine, broke the tongue of the
wagon, which detained us some; howevel', about dark, we reached the house
of Mr. Stephen White, who resides near Tlinity river, east side, a few
miles below the town of Cincinnati,19 on a league of excellent land, which
he obtained for settling it, and on which he has a mill, ferry, etc.
Friday morning we crossed the Trinity, which is perhaps twelve rods
wide, and occasionally affords water enough to admit steamboats as far
up as the three forks; but as it was quite low, and we had a pilot, We
forded on a smooth rock, just above a sudden fall of some two or three
feet. Here We took leave of eastern Texas, which, with the exception of
the Redlands and Cherokee lands, is generally a poor country, so far as
it came under our observation. The bottom-land of the Trinity is about
four miles wide; on the east side low, but rich, and covered with cane and
lofty timber; on the west side the bluff is high, which immediately lets
into prairie and open woodland, both fertile and beautiful. Next to this,
we passed poor ridges of pine and oak for three miles, and then entered a
beautiful, undulating country, of prairie and woodland alternately, which
continues, with but slight intermissions, across the entire county of Mont-
gomery. The soil is black, deep, mixed with lime, and exceedingly pro-
ductive. That evening, unable to reach our intended quarters, we camped
in the edge of a cane-brake, near the house of an honest Dutchman, a lit-
tle east of Huntsville, where we fared sumptuously, having, among othei'
things, a wild duck and two young squirrels served up into a pot-pie, which
cost brother Whipple a hunt of about fifteen minutes.
Saturday morning we passed through Huntsville, a little city and few
men within it, and most of them collected at the house called tavern, to en-
joy the pitiful entertainment of hearing a trifling fellow pat his foot and
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draw his fiddle-bow, to kill time and chase dullness from the city, In the
:,fternoon we came clown to the house of brothel' William Robinson--where
we were to preach next day-who had gone in search of wild honey, and
returned at night without success; but brought in some excellent venison.
This old brothel' has lived here eleven years, on a league of excellent land
obtained by head-right; has a wife and ten children in Texas, all members
of our Church, and twenty-two grandchildren, who are natives of Texas,
and foul' out of five sons-in-law are also Methodists; the whole forming a
most interesting family.20 We were here ovel'taken by brothel'S Richard-
son,"' Summers,n and Sullivan,23 going to their fields of labor. Our con-
gregation of Sabbath morning was respectable in size and appearance, and
we gave them two sermons at one sitting, some of them having come ten
miles. In the evening we walked over to the new camp-ground, one mile
eff, to unite a worthy couple in the honorable relation of husband and
wife; both members of our Church. The bride's father, being a new-
comer, had taken his winter-qual'ters in one of the double log camps. After
I performed the mal'l'iage ceremony, the company adjourned to the stand,
where some others had assembled, to hear brothel' Summers preach. Dur-
ing sermon it commenced raining; but the congregation and preacher were
all under a good shed, and experienced no inconvenience from the rain till
they dispersed. Let it be recollected this night meeting at a camp-ground,
without any fire, except pine torches for light, was on the ninth of Jan-
uary. Returning to our lodging, however, through rain, mud, and dark-
:less, on foot, was not very pleasant to one so heavy and clumsy as myself.
Monday, 10th, was much colder; and the rain continued all day, and de-
tained us within doors, except brothers Richardson and Whipple, who left
in the afternoon.
Tues, 11th, we crossed San Jacinto, where it is quite a nanow creek,
and I'eached the hospital dwelling of brothel' POiter, father to the preach-
er of the same name in the Mississippi conference, on the main Washington
road. The game was so plentiful in this neighborhood, we concluded it was
no marvel that most men who emigrate to Texas become hunters, and
especially when it is considered that provisions are high; but this practice
greatly retards the business of the country, by leading to idleness and the
neglect of more important pursuits. And yet, in view of the present con-
dition of the vermin and savage men, the practice of keeping guns and
dogs at every house should not be hastily cJndemned,
Wednesday, 12th, we traveled twenty miles, to brother King's, in a
neighborhood which, for rich land and beautiful sites, excels any thing we
had seen in the republic, The prairies of Illinois nI'e f!'equently wide and
without timber, except on the water courses; but hel'e the timber is ir-
"egularly distril;uted, without any reference to the small streams, except
that the red cedar grows mostly along the branches and ravines, and the
deep, black soil continued from the tops of the ridges to the very edge of
the water, so that there is scarcely any waste land. In some places a rich
prairie will have green borders of pine, growing on sandy ridges, so that
:'. man can build on white sand amidst evergreens; and, immediately adjoin-
ing his yard, cultivate fields of the best marl-lime, entirely free from tim-
ber. And where the pine begins to fail, the red cedar comes in, affording
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abundance of the best timber for shingles, posting and railing, and even
lumber for barns and houses. Neal" brothel' King's we passed the body of
an unfinished meeting-house, and close by saw a circular cluster of cedars
curtained with Spanish moss, and in the midst of them a neat stand with
benches conveniently arranged for public worship, with an open prairie on
one side and a dense cedar forest on the other. This was one of the most
jovely spots I ever saw for uutdoor worship, and is designed not for camp
meeting, but ordinary circuit preaching. May Methodism long shed its
heavenly influence around this consecrated and enchanting green chapel!
Thursday, 13th. the country appeared less inviting as we neared the
Bl'azos river, though the bottom, on the east side about three miles across,
is rich enough to be very muddy. The river is, perhaps, eighty yards wide,
and the banks very high and steep, but at present not much depth of
water. As we ascended the hill from the felTy on the west side, we en-
tered the town of Washington, late the seat of justice for Washington
county, which contains, probably, about fifty or sixty houses, and is appar-
ently on the decline, though in the midst of a fine country. Having pro-
ceeded west to the middle of the town, we turned at right angles to the
north, about three hundred yards, to the old graveyard, which is situated
on a dry ridge in open woods. Our business was to seek out the grave of
Dr. Ruter, the apostle of Methodism in Texas, who died at his. post May 16,
1838,2< The mournful spot sought for was easily found withou't a guide,
the grave being inclosed by a stone wall, and covered with a white marble
!;Iab, three feet wide and six long, with a suitable inscription. At the foot
of the slab stands a small hickory-tree, hung with Spanish moss, waving
in the breeze over the charnel·house. As we !ltood under this tree reading
the solemn epitaph, the sun was disappearing in the west, while a thou.
~and thoughts of the past rushed upon our minds, and forcibly reminded
us that our own days would soon be numbered. With Dr. Ruter I had
often united in pl'eaching the Gospel to crowded assemblies in Ohio and
Kentucky. He now rests from all his toil, enjoying the promised reward;
and if faithful to the grace given, may I not hope soon to join with him
in the song of final and everlasting triumph? When we read on the cold
marble, "thirty-seven years an itinerant minister of the Methodist Epis-
eopal Church, and superintendent of the first mission of that Chucrh in the
republic of Texas," and then remembered that the same missiOn had al-
ready become a respectable annual confel'ence, and was still increasing,
the thought arose, whereunto will this mission grow, and what cause of
rejoicing must this be to its first superintendent forever? Our visiting
the graveyard at sundown in a village where we knew no one, and where
no one knew us, seemed to excite some curiosity. A colored boy, sent no
doubt for the purpose, came and inquired whence we journeyed? Our an-
swer was, "Into all the world," That night we were kindly received and








As we came west from the vicinity of 'Vashington, the scenery was de-
lightful; every sensation of pleasure which extended plains, spotted with
clumps of evergreens, grazing herds, and cultivated fields, all basking in
the bright beams of a calm sunny morning, could inspire, was ours. A lit-
tle east of Independence we gained the most commanding elevation which
nUl' eyes beheld in the republic. Standing on this most lovely eminence,
the eye calmly rested on many objects of beauty near at hand, such as
bmall islands of timber, farm-houses, and the village below, while the gen-
eral appearance was that of boundless expanse, filling the mind with
pleasure and admiration. Passing through Independence, we al'l'ived, on
.Fliday evening, at Dr. Hoxey's, neal' the academy, where we were expected
to preach the two following days.23 This is one of the finest neighborhoods
we have yet seen in Texas. The meeting was well attemled; but having
no place of worship, only the academy, which is occupied in common by all
the !'eligious denominations of the count!'y, ou!' p!'ospect of usefulness
rathel' limited, till our people shall build a chapel in town. of which thel'e
is some prospect, Still, there is much cause of gratitude in what has been
accomplished, A revival of religion, which, I believe, commenced under
the preaching of brothel' F[owler]26 sometime ago, resulted in the conver-
sion of several families, some of whom joined our ChUI'ch, May they walk
in Christ as they have received him!
Monday, 17th, we pl'oceeded on, amidst scenes of beauty and grandeur
peculiar to this region of the republic, to Capt. Chriesman's,"' and preached
in the evening, whel'e we had more hearers than houst room, who listened
attentively to OUI' plain talk. The Captain was an carly settler in Colonel
Austin's colony, and has resided in Texas nearly twenty years, and gave
us many interesting incidents connected with the history of that colony.
When Capt, C, al'l'ived, there were only about foz,ty families on the two
rivers, Brazos and Colorado, most of whom went out with himself, and
the few Mexicans about Nacogdoches and San Antonio were a long distance
cff. The colonists suffered much; some lived six months, and others a
year or more, without ever eating a bit of bread, depending on deer, tur-
key, and the like, for a subsistence. As for himself, he was four years
without a shoe, sock, shirt, or any clothing, except what he made of skins;
and for the fil'st ten years never heard a sermon. He is now in easy cir-
cumstances, well fixed for good living, and, with his family and many of
his neighbors, happy in the enjoyment of religion after the Methodist
l'ort; and, of course, rejoices exceedingly in the civil and religious improve-
ment of the republic.
The next day we were received and entertained very cordially by brother
Kerr and family, after our day's journey. The old gentleman is a native
of Ireland, quite intelligent and communicative, and somewhat conspicuous
as the author of "A Poem on Texas," which purports to be a history of
Texas in verse. 28 In the evening his neighbors came in, and filled the
room, to whom we delivered a short sermon and exhortation.
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\\'ednesday, 19th, we reached Rutersville, in Fayette county, and were
made welcome by ou r Christian friends. Rutersville is a village situated
on an elevated prairie, but contiguous to groves of timber, five miles from
the Colorado river, and is distinguished chiefly by the location of Ruters-
ville College in its immediate vicinity. The enterprise, I believe, originated
with Dr. Ruter, during his short but glorious career of missionary opera-
tion in that country. A preparatory school was commenced in 1840, and
had last year some eighty students. The Faculty are organized, and ready
to organize regular college classes: the teachers are the Rev. Chauncey
Richardson, President; Rev. Charles W. Thomas, professor of ancient
ianguages; Mr. [Thomas] Bell, tutor; and Mrs. Richardson has charge
vf the female department. The college edifice, which is a frame building,
but quite respectable for a new country, is nearly finished, and stands on
:\ hill in the edge of a forest south of the village, while the academy occu-
pied by the female teacher and pupils is situated on the west side, where
the gl'ound is less elevated, but more retired and picturesque. This in-
stitution is under the patronage and supervision of the Texas annual con-
ference, but open to the public generally on the same principle of our
('olleges in the United States, and has flattering prospects of extensive pa-
tronage and usefulness. Congress has granted them a l'egular college
charter, with the usual prel'ogatives of conferring degrees, and a donation
of seventeen thousand acres of land, which has been increased by individ-
ual donations, obtained chiefly by the agency of President Richardson, till
the whole amount of land owned by the College is about seventy_five thou-
salld acres. If the Board can raise funds to complete the necessary im-
provement, and pay incidental expenses, without sacrificing the real estate,
the institution will ultimately be well endowed. The charter exempts the
College lands from taxation, and allows the corporation to hold property
to the amount of $100,000, exclusive of the buildings, library, and appa-
retus. The Rev. Littleton Fowler, and the Rev. John Haynie,30 are regularly
authorized agents to collect funds for Rutersville College this year. On
Sunday, January 23, we preached in the college chapel, crowded with at-
tenth'e hearers.
The country between the Brazos and Colorado rivel's, by the route we
came, is one of exceeding beauty and fertility, much like the country be-
tween the Brazos and Trinity, except that the former affords more prairie
and less pine than the latter. But the entire country, from the Trinity to
the Colorado, is, with the exception of some limited sections, an excellent
one. If a man wished to engage in planting cotton, or raising stock, or
both, he could scarcely find a substantial objection to it, except the incon-
venience of getting his produce to market, which would apply forcibly to
much of it. In this part of the republic Indian corn grows tolerably well,
and nearly all sorts of culinary vegetables, except Irish potatoes, are easily
produced in great abundance; so are peaches, plums, grapes, melons, etc.;
but for wheat flour, the only certain dependence is importation from the
~tates.
Monday, 24th, I resumed my journey, and traveled up the Colorado,
(In the north-east side, twenty-five miles, to Mr. Middleton Hill's, where
J was very kindly entel·tained. That night it rained, and next day turned
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quite cold, of which I had ample pl'oof while riding against the storm.
After preaching to a small congregation at Gage's school-house, where
brother Whipple met me, we rode in company, crossed the river, dined at
brother Wiley Hill's, and spent the night at Mrs. M'Gee's very pleasantly.
I was delighted with the people of this neighborhood. They reside in a
circle around a small but beautiful prairie of excellent land. That night
the Indians, who had been for some nights collecting a drove of horses
in a pen on Cedar creek, came to a house, in sight of where we lodged
across the prairie, and stole five: also, several, the same night, from the
·pposite side of the river. Indeed, it was said by the citizens, that they
had not left enough horses and mules on the river to enable them to raise
their crop. Most families, who did not watch or lock up their horses, lost
them. It was matter of accommodation to us on our journey that they
rlid not take ours.
Next day we preached at Bastrop, under the roar of artillery, the sig-
Jlal for collecting minute men to go in pursuit of the Indians. Our congre-
gation was quite respectable for a week-day, and very attentive, consider-
ing the circumstances; but at each report of the cannon many of them
would involuntarily spring from their seats; and after all we had a very
comfortable meeting to many. The same afternoon we recrossed the river
and proceeded on fourteen miles, through an unsettled and poor region of
country, to brother Haynie's, where we tarried for the night; and on
Thursday, 27th, finished our journey to the neighborhood of Austin City.
This day several objects attracted our I1ttention: the muskeet [sic] grass,
which continues green all winter, resorted to by herds of cattle, and covered
with flocks of geese and cranes to an extent incredible to anyone who has
never seen then, the Onion creek lands, with the Cclorado on the right, the
Pilot Mountain [Pilot Knob] and Austin City ahead, and apparently
:l boundless waste on the left, J)l'esent a prospect of inimitable beauty.
In the afternoon we reached the country residence of Judge Webb,31 two
miles below the city, which is situated in a grove of live-oaks, on a hand-
~ome eminence, overlooking the cultivated fields and forests of the low-
land, and is remarkably pleasant and inviting. Hel'e I spent several days
pleasantly with the Judge and his family, and my own son, whom I had not
8een during the three years he had resided in Texas. Only one thing em-
barraEled me, and that was a heavy cc>ld settled in my lungs, which entirely
disqualified me for any public service for some days, in consequence of
which I did not attempt to preach in Austin, nor was I in the city at all,
only long enough to hear one sermon on Sabbath morning, by brother Clark,
the presiding elder of the district. The capital, situated in the Colorado
Valley, and in full view of the only mountains we saw in the republic, pre-
sents an air of beauty, and appears somewhat romantic. I made no exam-
ination, however, and decline any particular description of it. The argu-
ments in favor of the location of the capital must be drawn chiefly from
considerations of beauty, ,romance, and solitude, for between it and the
populated part of the country there is no connecting ligament but a nal'l'OW
string of settlements along the Colorado. To reach Austin City from
Galveston requires a journey of two hundred and seventy_five miles, and
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to reach it from the Sabine requires a journey Of about four hundred. It
lnay be geographically central, but it certainly is not so to the inhabited






On Monday, 31st of January, we commenced retracing our steps, and
returned to Rutersville by nearly the same route, crossing the river at sun-
dry places. The Colorado is a rapid stream of clear water, about twenty
rods wide, passing over a gravel bottom, between prominent bluff banks,
through one of the finest sections of the republic, affording, perhaps more
picturesque and elegant building sites, and more fine groves of red cedar,
I1sh, and elm, than any other part which came under my observation,
and with at least as good a prospect of health as any interior point. The
range on this river is exceedingly fine: beside the prairie grass common
to the country, there is the finest sort of rye bottoms for the stock in
winter, as green and fresh in January as a field of tame rye in April.
The scenery of the Colorado is wild, but lovely and inviting. Much of the
land is rich and cheap, and would probably be settled as fast as any other
part of the republic, were it not so exposed to Indian depredations. This
is at present a formidable difficulty: there is no barrier between the set-
tlements and the Indian country, nor any provision of Govemment for
their defense. If the Camanhees [Comanche] were like the northern Indians
that resisted the settlement of Kentucky and Western Virginia, they would
soon destroy all the inhabitants of the Colorado; but they are wild, coward-
ly, and, having but few guns, are slow to attack the white man with his-fire-
alms, except when they have a decided advantage, then they will let their
pointed arrows fly, and often with fatal consequence. These wild Indians
live like Arabs; they have no certain dwelling-place, pass much of theil'
time on horseback armed with spears, and having a vast extent of countr)"
to range in, it is difficult tc dislodge or subdue them. Perhaps in thirty
hours after the commission of theft or murder, they may be one hundred
miles from the scene of atrocity, and so scattered that they can be trailed
no further.
Friday, February 4th, brother Alexander32 met and proceeded on with
me toward Houston. That night we staid [sic] with Colonel Thomas, and
next day reached the neighborhood of Center Hill,33 where our congregation
on the Sabbath was quite too large for the school-house, nearly one-half
having to remain out of doors.
. Monday, 7th, we passed the ruins of the late re3idence of Colonel Aus-
tin, which was destroyed during the revolution, and spent the night with
Dr. H. Matthews, formerly of Lancaster, Ohio, in San Phillipe [San
Felipe], which, by order of General Houston, was burnt by the Texan
ann,y as they retreated before the enemy, but has been since rebuilt. It
...
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is the seat of justice for Austin county, and stands on the west bank of
Ule Braws river. Dr. Matthews's family were in mourning for the' recent
death of Mrs. Hill, their only daughter; still our interview with these
esteemed old friends was cheerful and pleasant. The country across fl'om
the Colorado to the Brazos is nearly such as I have endeavored to portray
before between these rivers. On crossing the river next morning, we took
leave of the undulating section of Texas, and passed fifty miles over a
level plain, generally wet and without timber, or any thing of interest to
rest the eye on or break the monotonous scene, except the immense flocks
of deer which range over this desolation like droves of sheep. Wild horses
dso are here, it is said, though I saw none (If them.
Wednesday, 8th we reached Houston in safety, and were kindly and
comfortably entertained at Miss Morgan's boarding-house while waiting
for a boat. Here we parted with bl'Other Alexander, who very kindly ac-
companied us to take back brother Clark's buggy, in which I had traveled
from St. Louis to that place, a journey of more than thirteen hundred
miles. Houston contains some three thousand inhabitants, and presents
quite a business-like appearance.
Thursday my son and I took passage on the steamboat Patrick Henry
for Galveston. The Buffalo Bayou is, in many places, just wide enough
for the steamboat to pass, brushed by the boughs of trees on both sides.
Its banks, shaded with cypress, pine, magnolia, and wild peach trees, are
more enchanting than I was prepared to expect. The town of Harrisburg,
twelve miles below Houston, presents some specimens of good taste in the
arrangement of buildings and their appurtenances. Night fell on us just
before we passed the far-famed battl~-ground of San Jacinto. Next morn-
ing we awoke on the bay, and were soon in the city of Galveston, the grand
port of entry to the republic. The island appears to be a dry sand plain
without timber, but covered with grass and flowers like other prairies, and
has the smoothest and most beautiful beach I ever saw. It is surrounded
by salt water, and is thought to be one of the most healthy places in the
l'epublic, or any where else. The city resembles a New England village,
as to the arrangement of lots and houscs; but the docks and shipping give
it the appearance of a commcl'cial city on the sea-board, Its inhabitants
made a very satisfactory showing' of intelligence and I'cfincd hospitality
during our sojourn among them, while waiting for a passage across the
gulf, and, from the attention which they paid to preaching, do not secm
to be indifferent on the subject of religion.
Before I lose sight of Texas, I wish to add a few general remarks. I
went there prepared to see a mixed country, containing rich, poor, and
medium land, and was not disappointed, only the proportion of good coun-
try is larger than I supposed. The country, of course, is new, but as a
new country I consider it inviting; and though the improvements are yet
limited, I must say that, in my opinion, thcy are underrated abroad. The
climate, taking the calendal' year together, must be more plcasant than
that of Cincinnati; the'days being nearly an hOUl' longer in the winter, and
an hour shortel' in summer, bring the temperament of the atmosphere
within less extrem9S of heat and cold, producing more uniformity. The
water, whether from springs 01' wells, is rather warm, but, to me, pleas-
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ant, except in a few places, where it is too strongly impregnated with
lime. After performing a tour of seven hundl'ed miles through the repub-
lie, and making diligent inquiry in every place, I came to the conclusion
that, as a whole, it was healthy for a new country, of which the number
and robust appearance of the children are conclusive evidence. That some
sections of it are sickly, must be admitted; but much affliction, which some
people charge to the climate, should be put to the account of their own im-
prudence, living in open houses, exposing themselves to inclement weather,
etc. The facilities for making a living in Texas are such, that if the
people would use half the diligence which is necessary to prevent starva-
tion in the older parts of the United States, they might render their cir-
cumstances easy and independent in a few years. If anyone doubts this,
let him reflect on the following items: good land from fifty cents to one
dollar an acre, no clearing to do, just fence and plow: and instead of
toiling six months to raise what is indispensable to keep his stock alive
the other half of the year, his cattle are fat all the year without a feed of
grain, or fodder, or a lick of salt. Any man in Texas, who can build a
cabin and raise breadstuff, can live after the first year, and if he will be
industrious and economical, he can thrive. Indeed, the ease with which a
mere living can be made has retarded the improvement of the country, led
to idleness, dissipation, dependence on loans, speculation, and hunting; but
the people are becoming convinced that this plan will not do, and have gonll
to plowing and digging, making new farms, and extending old ones rapidly.
It is thought from fifty to seventy thousand bales of cotton have been ex-
ported the past winter, and that the number will be doubled next. They
have, also, cut down the expenses of the government largely, done away
with the government scrip as a circulating medium, and require gold and
..ilver, or its equivalent, for all impost duties and nearly all other govern-
ment dues, are determined to rub out the old score and begin anew. If
they hold on to the ground they are now taking, in three years they will
be beyond the need of a loan, unless in case of war with some foreign
power. The character of the Texans, I beg leave to say, is not generally
nnderstood abroad. He who goes to Texas presuming on his own intelli-
gence and their want of it, will find himself mistaken. I am acquainted
with no community of the same number, which embodies more shrewd, in-
telligent men than that of the single star republic. We know as little of
their moral as their intellectual character. Because some men, bankrupt
in morals, have been promoted to offlce in Texas, some have concluded that
they were all scoundrels together; but the same mode of reasoning would
blast the moral character of the United States. The laws in Texas are
comparatively few and simple, and are better enforced than our own. For ex-
ample, every man familiar with steamboats and tavel'lls in the United States
knows that most of them are infested with blacklegs, a perfect nuisance
to society, carrying on their iniquitous trade with impunity; but in Texas,
any man playing with cards in any place of public resort, whether for
money or amusement, is liable to be fined--and imprisoned, and the proper
authorities are not slow in punishing him as the law requires. But are
there not robberies and murders committed in Texa::? Yes: and so there
are in our own country. The common notion that all the bad people go
to Texas cannot be true, or there would not be so many of them left among
us, But I can not pursue the subject farther, lest I weary the reader.
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When we arrived in Galveston, we were agreeably surprised to lueet
our friend and brothel' Sehon, agent of the American Bible Society. He
returned with us to New Orleans in the splendid steamship Neptune. We
buffered the usual amount of inconvenience frem head winds and seasick-
ness; but the urbane commander, Captain Rollins, and his amiable family,
did all that could be done to render us comfOltabJe, during a difficult pas-
~age of fifty-six hours from port to port. I hue close my long series of
letters written in haste, by piecemeal, as I could redeem time on a difficult
journey.
As ever, yours, tl'uly,
T. A. Moni,;:.
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Fellow members and friends of the East Texas Historical Association:
Four years ago next month a historical meeting occurred in Nacogdoche.,
Texas. Possibly few of you remember the occasion. It was a regional
meeting of the County Survey Committees of East Texas. This group
t:ndoraed the idea of organizing, or more correctly reorganizing, this East
Texas Historical Asaociation.
The foUowiDg September 29, about 100 or more interested history bugs
formally met. adopted a constitution, and elected a loyal group of officers
who were. as they are now, unselfishly devoted to promotion of a greater
interest in Historic East Texas.
The problems of getting organized, obtaining memberships, and print-
ing our first publication were surmounted and we attained a charter mem-
bership of 417 members before our first year closed. We had a capacity
crowd in J efferaon at our fint spring meeting. During our second year
cur problems were substantially unchanged; membership, getting the J01lr.
ft4l to the preas and obtaining suitable program material.
We have at this point succeeded in establishing an organization which
has justified ita existence and has potentially fine poB8ibilities for future
development.
Our publication, the Ea.st Texas Hi8wrical J01lrnal, continues to afford
a medium for the publication of articles and documents submitted by you
to our Editor and Editorial Board. If there is not vast store of publish-
able articles ready several months in advance of our next publication date
~ it is because we have not taken the opportunity afforded us to provide
material.
We are exceedingly fortunate to have the unwavering support and as-
sistance of Dr. Ralph Steen and the History Faculty of Stephen F. Austin
State College. We are somewhat like the Texas State Historical Associa-
tion which was "born in the State University ... and sponsored by its
profeaaors of history"l but we are deliberately and intentionally different
from that fine organization because we must, if we survive, have the sup-
port of everyone interested in the history of our East Texas area---non-
profeasional as well as professional.
Although we may rightfully feel a measul'e of pride in our accomplish-
ments thus far we have such great opportunity ahead of us we have hardly
ECratched the surface. When one examines a map of Texas and attempts
to fonnulate some idea of the potential membel"ship for our organization
one might conclude tha~ the people in the seventy counties in Texas east of
the Brazos River might be among those most intel'ested in the history of
whatever area may be delineated as "East Texas." According to the last
census (1960) there were 4,936,476 people in these counties. Surely this is
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a vast reservoir from which tll draw considerably more than our present
310 members.
If one objects to reaching ovel' as far as the Brazos as our primary
area of potential membership, it may be pointed out that forty-eight coun-
ties in Texas are east of Trinity River and that they had a population of
2,357,895 in 1960. It seeme reasonable to me that our organization should
be able to reach a strength of four or five hundred members from these
counties alone without much effort or difficulty.
. A doser look at our membership east of the Brazos River enables us
to deduce where our areas of strength and weakness lie.
In the. twenty-two county area between the two rivers we have a total of
fifty-one members if my calculations are correct. 2 This means there are
sixteen counties between these two rivers with no members in our organiza-
tion and we have members in only six.
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Taking a still closer look at the forty-eight county area east of the Trin-
ity we see our greatest strength in Nacogdoches, Jefferson, Harris, Smith,
Walker, and Harrison Counties. There are fifteen counties in this area
in which we have no memben. Do you know someone in anyone of these
counties, or anywhere else, who may be interested in joining us! If you do,
please let us know today.
Again may I ..e.tel'ate that ou., o.'ganization nf>eds you as membel's to
encoul'age your friends to join us, send us publishable manuscripts, docu-
ments, and information about YOUI' activities on the local level which will
encourage an interest ir historic East Texas, Someone has appropriately
said that "facts are the foundation of history" and one of our objectives
as an association is to assemble and make available as many facts con-
cerning East Texas as possible. Official records in municipal, county, area
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and state archives must be searched and pertinent information and rec-
orda published. Newspapers, official correspondence, old letters, pamphlets
Imddiaries are also rich sources yet to be mined as one would discover,
polish and cut diamonds.
As a recruiting postel' might say: "We want you!" Won't you join us
in helping to recruit membership and makE East Texas history better
known through our area, Texas, and the United States?
FOCYfNOTES
'T, F. Harwood, "Review of the Work of the Texas State Historical
Association," The Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XXXI (July, 1927),
~.
'Membership statistics are those of March 1, 1965.




Activities of the Harrison County Histolical Society during the past
year have concentrated on preparing and occup~'ing the new museum qual'-
ters in the Old Harrison County Courthouse; publication of the Harrison
County Historical Herald; and experiencing outstanding programs and
meetings in HalIsville, Waskom, Elysian Fields, Woodlawn, and Marshall.
Museum quarters in the Old Courthouse were released to the Historical
Society in the falI of 1964, and renovation was completed in April, 1965.
Display cases were moved into the museum and eal'1y acquisitions include
the dress worn by Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson when the President and the
First Lady entertained the Premier of Japan; an engineer's drawing of
one of the first locomotives ordered by the Texas and Pacific Railroad in
1872; the last spike driven to complete connections of the Texas and Pacific
which created a transcontinental railroad; and personal items of Governor
Edward Clark including his sword and some of his letters. There are
numerous other articles in the museum. As items are received they are
processed and put on display. Sunday, October 3, 1965, has been set for
the fonnal opening of the Museum.
(photo caUl tes)' of Bob Burns)
Olrl Harrison County Courth('/l8"
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Publication of the Harrison County Historical Herald was a new and
unusually successful venture for the Society during the past year. Monthly
i88ues of the Herald have included articles on early Harrison County homes;
the courthouses which have served the county; county script; early banks
and banking; and an issue paying tribute to Sallie McGee Lentz and Mil-
lard Cope as individuals who were devoted to the study of history in gen-
eral and particularly to local history. The Herald has been well received
and has resulted in new local memberships. Requests for copies have come
from places in Texas and from as far away as Utah and New York. A
new format will improve and expand the Herald beginning in the fall
of 1965.
The Harrison County Historical Society has enjoyed unusual programs
during the past year. At meetings held outside the city of MaMihall, the
programs have concerned the history of the local town, its people and the
surrounding area. Programs given in Marshall have featured Professor
Robert Glover, of Tyler, who spoke on Museum Management; Dewey 8om-
dahl, of Shrevepolt, who discussed steamboats and early railroads; and
Colonel Harold B. Simpson, of Hillsboro, who read a paper on Harrison
County men in Hoods' Texas Brigade. Attendance in the past year has
been the highest in the Society's history. More than eighty persons at-
tended one meeting.
The Society sponsored a picnic at the Josephine Davidson Memorial
Chapel by invitation of Federal District Judge T. Whitfield Davidson.
The program consisted of folk music by Miss Alice Hackney and a dis-
cussion of Jefferson's Historical Restoration Program by Mrs. Dan Lester
vf Jefferson. Mrs. Lester illustrated her discussion by showing slides.
Mrs. Elizabeth Patterson is Chairman of the Harrison County His-
torical Survey Committee. The accomplishment of the Committee for the
past two years could be summarized as follows: finding and marking the
graves of Confederate veterans; SeVeI'll I descendants of veterans have or-
dered Federal Government markp.l·s; foul' official grave markers for Con-
federate Generals buried in Harrison County: Brigadier Generals Walter
P, Lane, Horace Randal, Matthew D. Ector, and Alexander T. Hawthorn;
two highway markers giving facts about Marshall in the Civil War, six
markers to be attached to the city limits signs noting the historical mark-
ers in the city (The Commissioners Court furnished the money for these
markers); large gr3nite information Civil Wal' markers have been placed
at the sites of the Capital of Missouri in Texas, the Home of Governor
Pendleton Munah, the Home of Governor Edward Clark, the Home of
Bl"igadier Genel'a] Elkanah Greel', and Hames Harper Starr; official build-
ing Medallions have been secured for Wyalucing, the home of Beverly L.
Holcomb (no longn in existence), Fry_Barry town house in Marshall,
pioneel" log cabin (moved to Marshall), Henry T. Ware Plantation Home
(restored), William T. Scott Plantation home, John Barry Henderson
Plantation home, William Bates Anderson Countl'y Cottage, J. B. William-
son Country home (restored), First Methodist Church, Marshall, First
Presbyterian Church, Marshall, James Frank StSlT town house in
Mal'shall, Patillo Brick Cottage in Marshall, and the Old Harrison County
Courthouse, in Marshall. Nine of these structures also have information
plates giving a histol")' of the building.
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The Committee also has received approval for the highway marker
~howing the birthplace of Lady Bird Johnson near Karnack, site informa-
tion marker about Wyalucing, and a communication marker noting that
Marshall waa the location of the first telegraph office in Texas, the line
coming to Texas from Shreveport in 1854.
Mrs. M. D. Carlock of Winnsboro, County County Chairman of the
Wood County Historical Survey Committee, reports that the Wood County
Museum at Winnsboro is receiving many interesting items. The museum
will be one of the principal attractions at the Wood County Seventh An-
nual Autumn Trail which will have its formal opening Saturday, Septem-
bel' 25, with the crowning of Quecn Autumn Trails at 8:00 P.M. in
the high school auditorium. Events are scheduied every week-end through
Saturday, November 21. The last events on Novembcr 2~21, will feature
East Texas Turkey Shoots held near the northeast outskirts of Winnsboro.
Different weekends will feature rodeos, trail rides, camp outs, folk and
gospel singing, dinner on the grounds, one-act plays, sidewalk arts and
craft exhibits, Halloween barn dance, and on November 7, therc will be a
pilgrimage of early day Winnsboro homes which will be open to visitors
from three to fi~e in the afternoon.
Information may be obtained from Autumn Trails Hospitality Center,
Winnsboro, Texas.
Autumn Trails Hospitalit'V Cel1tcr
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The Galve8ton County Historical Survey Committee ia actively encaged
in obtaining State Historical Survey Committee medallions and plaques
for business establishments, residences, and historical sites in Galveston
County.
Under the guidance of its late chairman, H. W. Darst of Galveston, who
died July 3, the committee was successful in marking a number of his-
torical sites in Galveston.
Among them was a laloge plaque for Galveston NtnlJlI, pointing out the
fact that the News is the oldest continuously published daily newspaper in
Texas. The plaque was placed in front of the new Galveston County Pub-
liahing Company building on Teichman Road, neal' Interstate 45 in Gal-
veston.
Six markers have been obtained fOI' the new Courthouse Square in
Galveston where they will depict the history of Galvest~n County from the
time it was explored by Cabeza de Vaca in 1527, through Jean Lafitte,
to the present time.
A Leon Smith marker also has been applied for and will be placed on
the soon to be completed Confederate Square, near the site where Smith
organized a Confederate Naval force to capture Brazos Santiago in the
early phase of the Civil War.
Efforts also were undertaken to mark historical sites on the Galveston
County Mainland at the communities of Hitchccck, Dickinson, Texas City,
and High bland.
The late Mr. Darst was appointed chairman of the committee in 1964.
His family came to Texas from Missouri in 1826 and were among the
first settlers of Fort Bend and Brazoria counties. His great-grandfather
fought at the Battle of San Jacinto in 1836 ar.d was commissioned to guard
Santa Anna after his capture. A portion of the rifle used to guard the
Xexiean general is still in the family's possession. An uncle, Jacob Darst,
led the volunteers from Gonzales and was killed in the Battle of the Alamo.
Mr. Darst was a long-time member of the Sons of the Republic of Texas
and had a Texana collection consisting of letters, money, and other inter-
esting objects of the Texas Revolution period. His death came on the eve
of his 60th birthday.
Although a new chairman has not been appointed, the committee is.
continuing to work toward marking and preserving county historical sites.
One project, currently underway, is to mark the actual site of Jean La-
fitte's "Maison Rouge," the home where the noted pirate is alleged to have
hidden his booty, taken from Dutch and Spanish ships in the Gulf of
Mexico.
Mrs. Dan Lester, of Jefferson, who is a member of the Texas State
Historical Survey Committee and State Chairman o! Region Five reporta
the activi ty of her region as follows:
TelTell Connor, Jr., the Chairman of the Morris County Historical Sur-
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vey Committee says that in 1862 Titus County included the present day
counties of Morris, Titus, and Franklin, and the population of the county
in 1860 was 9,648. Connor finus that one out of every eleven residents in
the county in March 1862, and the war was less than a year old, was in
the Confederate service. Additional companies were formed in Titus
County and many of the county residents formed eompanies from Cass,
Marion, Bowie, and Red River eounties. A eertified document listing
"Statement of Volunteers now in Serviee in the Confederate States' Army
from Titus County" is filed in the State Arehives, Austin.
Wayne C. Brown, of Linden, and Chairman of the Cass County His-
torieal Survey Committee reports that newspaper artieles eoneerning his-
torieal sites and persons are in the process of preparation by the Cass
County Historieal Association. Mrs. W. M. MeMiehael is preparing the
articles and has requested the loan of old newspapers, letters, books, and
other records of historieal importanee.
Mrs. A. A. Forester, County Chairman of the Histolieal Survey Com-
mittee of Bowie County has announeed that a Trammels Trace Marker has
been approved and will be erected soon on Highways 59 and 71 North. The
County has been given a large offieial marker honoring "Harvey Sanders,
Confederate Veteran and Bodyguard of President Jefferson Davis." The
dedieation of this marker will be held in New Boston in the near future.
The marker is in the roadside park on Highway 8, north of New Boston.
Dr. William Hayden, Lamar County Historical Survey Committee
Chairman reports that the medallion and plate for the historie house built
by the late Judge Henry William Lightfoot, of Paris, was presented by
Eugene Bray, member of the Lamar 'County: Historieal Survey Committee
to Mrs. Rodger G. Coleman, present owner of the house at a formal eere-
mony on May 27, 1965. A very unusuai souvenir brochure with photo-
graph and information about the house was presented to the invited guests.
The new historieal museum at Jefferson, to be housed in the Old Fed-
eral Courthouse, is rapidly being readied for oeeupaney. The Jefferson
Museum was organized in 1948 in the Jefferson Carnegie Library BuildIng.
One section of the new museum is to be devoted to an art gallery. The
plans are to make the art exhibit one of the finest in the Southwest. A
forfual opening of the new museum will be held in the fall of 1965.
Mrs. W. S. Terry, Marion COUnty Chairman of the Historical Survey
Committee has announeed a workshop tour of several Medallion' Houses,
never before opened to the publie, for September 18. A State Regional
Five Meeting will be held in Jefferson on the same date with a lunehon
in the Exeelsior House. Mrs. Terry also has announeed additional markers, .
histolie medallions and interpretive plates for the following buildings:
Civil War Meat Plant, Cypress Bayou TUl'nbasin, Old Federal Courthouse.
Rosebud Saloon, House of Seasons, Planters Bank Building, Falling Leaves,
The Homestead, Knigh~wooil. Red River Warehouse, Perry Woods House,
and the Schluter House, bringing building meda1lion awal'ds in .Jefferson
to forty-four.
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Mrs. Opal K. Hollis, of Coldspring, is President of the San Jacinto
County Historical Association and Mrs. M. D. Trapp, Jr. is Chairman of
the Historical Survey Committee for the county. The San Jacinto County
Historical Association was organized in 1963. The Association meets
monthly in different communities of the county and most of the programs
deal with local history.
The County Association, working co-operatively with the County Sur-
vey Committee, has established a county museum and library in the Court-
house at Coldspring. An attempt is being made to create an archives sec-
tion in the museum. The two groups working together wiII continue to
work on vadous phases of the "RAMPS" program.
A medallion haa been approved for the grave of General James Davis
who is buried in the Baptist Cemetery at Coldspring. General Davis
served in the War of 1812 and was on General Sam Houston's staff dur-
ing the days of the Republic. The time for the presentation and dedica-
tion of the medallion has not been set.
W. H. Risinger is President of the Tyler County Historical Association.
The Association held its first historical tour the last Thursday and Friday
in March, 1965. The tour was such a success that it was necessary to repeat
it for two days in April. Included on the toU!' was a visit to Clyde Gray's
Studio and Heritage Gardens; Indian Ball Yard; the James Barclay Home;
which is the oldest home in the county; the Allan Shivers Museum and Li-
brary; and the Alabama-Coushatta Indian Reservation.
The AlISOCiation plans to have two other projects completed for the
1966 tour: the John Henry Kirby Church and Museum at Peach Tree
Village, and the Fort Teran Park.
The eommittee is continuing Its search for old homes.
Mrs. John J. Hollenburg.er, of Livingsto1:l', is Chairman of the Polk
CoUllty Historical Survey Committee. The committee was activated on
Robert Edward Lee's birthday January 19, 1963. One of the first projects
was to create a museum and before the February meeting gifts were
brought in for a museum that did not exist. Soon the First National Bank
made their community room available for the museum. Former State Sen-
ator V; A. Collins' offered the museum bookcases which had been used to
house his law library. More gifts came and the museum was a reality.
The- museum i. manned by volunteers and is open on Tuesday, Thursday,
and Saturday mornings from nine until twelve o·clock. Items in the mu-
seum inelude a tea pitcher that came to the New World on the Mayflower
in 1620; a seythe that has remained in the same family which came to the
Livingston vicinity in 1831 on "The Ar~ and the Dove"; an authenticated
pieee of the hull of the original "Old Ironsides"; a candelabra set used in
the Whitehouse during the John Adams and John Quincy Adams tenures;
a handpainted medallion whieh was ninety years old when it was worn by
Mrs. John Adams; many clocks, some dating back to the seventeenth cen-
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tury; a diary of a Polk County soldier who was captured at Appomattox;
and many tools, coverlets, and costumes which depict the history of the
area. The museum archives also include many interesting documents.
The Polk County Historical Survey Committee publishes a semi-monthly
"Newsletter," which is in great demand. The Archives Committee, with
Ruth Peebles as Chairman, publishes "The Polk County Sketchbook," a
historical quarterly which sells for a dollar a year. The County Committee
;s also taking orders at three dollars a copy for a reprint of a booklet
Jlublished in 1901 in connection with the dedication of a Confederate Me-
morial which had been erected in 1900. On May 6, 1965, a marker given
by the Texas Historical Foundation in recognition of the work done by
the Polk County Committee, was unveiled and dedicated. In 1901 an
dghteen year old lady, Rowena Green, attended the unveiling of the Con-
federate Monument on the Polk County Courthouse lawn and sixty-four
years later as Mrs. J. R. Turnbull, of Houston, she returned to unveil an-
other Confederate marker on the same courthouse lawn. The Committee
has surveyed over thirty-four cemeteries and had verified seventy Civil
War Veterans graves.
Recently one hundred and ninety-three towns and cities in Texas were
selected to receive "Historical Markers in City" and Moscow and Liv-
ingston each received two such signs. Also recently the Historical Mark-
ing Fund for Confederate Markers presented a Confederate markpr to
the "Bible Column Factory" of Moscow. Thp)'e are at least two housE'S
standing in Moscow whose columns were turned in this factory.
In October, 1964, at the Statewide Tourist-History Workshop in Austin
only sixteen places or honorable mentions were given and Polk County re-
ceived four of the awards. Included in these awards was the highest
award, the "Millard Cope Award" for Polk County's "The Program
of Work." The county Chairman was named a "very special chairman"
and each member of the committee received citations.
The Shelby County Historical Society is now in its fourth year and its
accomplishments are noteworthy. The principal projects at the present
time are adding items in t.he Shelby County Museum, and the beautifica-
tion of historical markers, particularly the marker at the sites of Regu-
lator-Moderator War. The Shelby County Histolical Society participated
;n the ceremonies at which E. H. Lawson, of Center, received a certificate
::'rom the American Forestry Association stating that he owned the largest
water oak tree in the United States. This tree is some nine miles north
of Center on the old Center-Logansport Road. A large sign is being
erected near the tree which gives its dimensions. Eugene Latimer has
made two gavels from the wood of the giant tree. One gavel is to be used
by the president of the society, and the other was placed in the museum.
The officers of the Shelby County Historical Society are: John Alis
Howard, president; Dr.' Lester G. Warren and DJ·. V. M. Mathews, as-
sistants to the president; Miss Lido Cooper, first vice-president; D. S. Mc-
Iver, second vice-president; Mrs. Avry Childs, recording secretary; Mrs. J.
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M.Ballard, corresponding secretary; Mrs. Brown Chandler, treasurer;
Raymond Bagwell, of Tenaha, and Wallace Pate, of Joaquin, directors.
The Newton County Historical Survey Committee has been functioning
10r only a year. In the year the committee has secured a budget of two
hundred dollars which has enabled it to order several historical markers.
The committee has secured a medallion for the odginal building which
housed the W. H. Ford Male and Female College of Newton. A historical
marker has been secured for the home site af John R. Burke, for whom
Burkeville was named, and who built the first house in Burkeville. A
historical marker has also been purchased for the Round-Table Inn in
Burkeville which has been a famous eating place and hotel since Civil
War days.
The Newton County Historical Survey Committee sponsored on May
30, 1965, a public dedication of a grave marker for the grave by Thomas
C. Holmes, a soldier of the American Revolution, who is buried neal'
Farrsville. The dedication was conducted by the Daniel Wichteer Chapter
of the Daughters of the American Revolution of Jasper.
The committee has also published some of the old minutes of the Com-
missioners Court.
The committee consists of: Mrs. Earl (Pauline) Hines, chairman; Mrs.
J. C. Kelley, secretary; Mrs. C. C. Leach, all of Burkeville; Mrs. J. M.
Tyler, of Newton; and Mrs. Hager Davis, of Deweyville.
The Cherokee County Historical Survey Committee has been active in
locating and marking places of historical interest in the county. It is also
l!upporting "RAMPS" and other programs of the state committee.
The commissioners court has bought and erected four historical markers
at the sites of New Birmingham, at Old Griffin, the Killough Massacre, and
at the site of the Old Joseph Durst home which was known as "Linwood."
The city of Jacksonville has erected a monument at the site of Old
J acksonviIle.
Several markers have been erected by the state. They include a Con-
federate marker on the Confederate lawn lit Rusk; the Chaplain Davis
marker on the grounds of the First Presbyterian Church in J acksonviIle;
a Rusk city information marker; a prisonel' of wa,' ~tockade marker two
miles south of Rusk; and a marker at a Ci,-iJ Wal' il'On fUl'nace.
The committee is preparing a booklet, "The Cherokee Trail," which will
be a self-guided tour with maps and pictures and a short history of some
forty places along the trail. The trail covers some one hundred and forty
miles in the county.
Four Cherokee County homes have received a historical medallion.
Jack Moore, of Jacksonville, is county chairman.
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The Angelina County Historical Survey Committee has been organized
and functioning for several years. The 1964-65 officers were Dr. Gail Med-
ford, president; Judge O. L. Hubbord, vice-president; J. I. Maroney, treas-
nrer; and Ina Mae Townsend, secretary. The officers for 1965-66 are Le-
land Jordon, president; J. I. Maroney, vice-president; Harry Kerr, treas-
mer; Ina Mae Townsend, secretary; and Dr. Gail Medford, publicity.
The committee has had several outstanding programs as:
The History of the First Baptist Church by Mrs. R. F. Perry;
Feuds and Riots in Angelina County by Ina Mae Townsend;
book review of Camp Ford C.S.A. by F. I.ee LawI'ence.
The committee is now doing research on John McGinnis who lived in
Angelina County after "Drawing of the Black Beans."
Continuing efforts to restore and mark historic buildings and sites in
Nacogdoches, the Nacogdoches Historical Commission and t.he Nacogdoches
County Historical Survey Committee have concentrated this year on the
Old Nacogdoches University Building but have not overlooked other areas
of activity.
A marker approved by the Texas State Historical Survey Committee
and financed by the Nacogdoches County Commissioners Court was erected
on the Nacogdoches County Courthouse lawn, marking the site as that of
the Spanish cemetery in colonial days and of the last resting place of An-
tonio Gil Y'Barbo who founded the town of Nacogdoches in 1779 on the
~ite of a 1716 mission and an earlier Indian village.
Dr. Ralph W. Steen, president of the Stephen F. Austin State College,
was speaker for the marker dedication, and Herbert O. Wilson, chairman
of both the commission and the committee, was master of ceremonies.
Several descendants of Y'Barbo were present.
The commission and committee were instrumental in getting a sign
erected at the location of the Halfway House, or St.agecoach Inn, near Chi-
leno. The sign had been donated but there were no funds to have it
painted. Through efforts of the history groups, appropriation was made
from county funds to get the sign painted. It. was then put up by the
Texas Highway Department.
Both the City of Nacogdoches and Nacogdoches County have allocated
hudgl't sums for the purchase of markers approved by the Texas State
Historical Survey Committee. A marker has been ordered for the Indian
Mound on Mound Street on the lawn of the home of Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
House. When the marker arrives, a suit.able declication ceremony will be
planned.
Mrs. Stephen B. Tucker, chairman of the Old Nacogcloches University
restoration, reports continuing interest and proj;!ress on wOl'k at the old
building,
A new roof was recently put on the structun tv stop a leak in the
c;upola.
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"Now we can accept furniture and keepsakes from the period of the
building for display there," Mrs. Tucker said.
Donors have already been kind enough to give a number of interesting
items, ranging from furniture to spoons, but a concerted plea fOI' museum
pieces could not be made until the roof was repaired. A committee will
~creen all items for their authenticity.
The commission and committee work through other gl'OUpS for execu-
tion of their plans and projects. The City Federation of Women's Clubs
has been most generous with its time and money in the restoration of the
University. Many other groups in the city have also assisted enormously.
It is hoped that this interest can be continued through painting of the
upstairs and the installation of light fixtures, the two principal facets of
the restoration remaining incomplete.
The commission sponsored a "McSwill Day" March 17 and brought Leon
Hale of Bryan to Nacogdoches to talk. James Foster McSwill was a myth-
ical early Texan named in one of Mr. Hale's HotuJton Post columns which
was a spoof on museums. The fun aspect of the idea appealed to Nacog-
doches commission members and the aim at present is to make McSwill
Dayan annual affair. This development has a double goal-to raise
money and to take the stuffing from shirts.
Both the Rusk Count)· Historical Survey Committee and the Rusk County
Heritage Association have been busy during the late spring and summer
months continuing with regular monthly meetings on the last Tuesday of
each month during which many interesting programs have been presented.
One program with colored slides and commentary on old abandoned ceme-
teries in Rusk County was given by Mrs. Mary Frank Dunn and Mrs. Gor-
don Brown. Mrs. Carl Jaggers gave a review of Monte Verdi and the life
of Sydney J. Devereux at another meeting. Mrs. E. H. Lasseter gave a
history of the Scott and Rose families and of the Scottsville Cemetery.
There have been other interesting programs.
The survey Committee has pubiished Ne1.c Birmingham, Iron Queen
of the Southwest and has in preparation for early fall publication
(probably October) three additional booklets: Life of Professor Joseph
Charles Miszner, Music Teacher in Henderson; Scottsville Cemetery; and
Sacred Harp Singing in East Texas.
Each Friday morning from 8:30 to 9:00 a program is given over Radio
Station KGRI in Henderson. Mrs. Carl Jaggers is chairman of this project
and many interesting programs have been given such as commemoration
of the Battle of New Orleans; the History of the Flag; the Statue of
Liberty; El Camino Real; Trails in East Texas; Sacred Harp Singing; the
Regulator-Moderator War, and others. Mrs. Jaggers is assisted in these
weekly programs by Mrs. Mary Frank Dunn and Mrs. Margaret Brown.
The Discovery Well in the East Texas Field drilled by C. M. (Dad)
Joiner, in September 1930, will have a marker on Highway 64. The marker
has been approved and ordered and construction of a replica of the orig-
mal oil derrick is under way.
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Other markers PI'OPOSed are for the graves of David Gage, pl'Ominent
f'arly day Rusk County citizen; Professor Joseph Charles Minner, who is
buried in Shiloh Cemetery in southern Rusk Cc.unty; and for Sam Hous-
ton's grandchild who is buried in the old City Cemetery in Henderson.
The Upshur County Historical Survey Committee has placed markers
on several historical sites: where Sam Bouston spoke before the Civil War;
Looney School which was founded in 1860 and discontinued in 1871; site
of a leather factory used during the Civil War; site of Old Gilmer which
was abandoned in 1846; site of a hat factory which manufactured hats
during the Civil War; a marker honoring a Negro slave who was the
founder of Wiley College; site of Camp Talley, a Civil War training camp;
Old Coffeeville, the oldest town in Upshur County; and a marker honor-
ing Emma Sansom, a hel'Oine of the Civil War. Medallions have been
given to the John O'Bryne home and the John McDonald home.
The committee is now investigating the possibility of receiving markers
for: the Cherokee Trace, a much used Indian trail; the Caddo Trail, a trail
used by early Indians; a medallion for the Enon Baptist Church which
was established in 1846; and a medallion fOl' the Hopewell Methodist
Church which is over one hundred years old.
The Upshur Committee has sponsored one histerical tour. The Com-
mittee is now compiling a history of the county.
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BOOK REVIEWS
History of Titus COltfttll, Texas. By Traylor Russell. Published by W. M.
Morrison, Waco, Texas, 1965. Limited First Edition, 400 copies. 286
pages. Illustrations. $10.00.
Mr. Russell presents us with a composite of one hundred articles, each
one a brief item of history on early Titus County families and events. Hav-
ing collected these items o"er a number of years, he now places them into
permanent form, and the resulting volume is a colorful mosaic of early
East Texas life. The author warn. that the book "is not a history in the
sense of beginning with the first settlement and chronologically recording
the events of the county history. It is a history of about 125 families who
were in the county prior to 1870, and of events and other items that were
thought to be of interest." To be sure, the book is not history in the con-
ventional manner. There is little about the book which would resemble the
average historical work. Most (If the articles are based on information and
interviews given by descendants. of the various families, and the book of-
fers neither footnotes nor bibliography. This lack of documentation, how-
ever, becomes an asset rather than a defect, for the articles achieve a
unique quality of freshness and spontaneity.
The articles, although written primarily by Mr. Russell, do include con-
tJibutions by Mrs. Walter Young, Mr. J. A. Davis, Mr. E. C. Blice, Mr.
Reuben R. R. Cook, Mr. H. P. Burford, Mr. A. L. Burford, and Judge R.
T. Wilkinson. The first in the series of articles is a brief but inclusive
historical background of Titus County and Northeast Texas. Ranging from
biographical sketches of pioneer families to annotated listings of Titus
County cemeteries and post offices, from law cases to professional baseball
and oil wells, from baptizings to family feuds and outlaws, the articles
contain a wealth of anecdotes and personal reflections of past years. This
book was compiled through the cooperative efforts of Titus County resi-
dents, and they should be well pleased with their end product. But for
this volume and others like it, much of the color and lore of early Texas
life would fade into obscurity. Mr. Russell and his associates have pre-
vented such a loss of Titus County's heritage, and for this they are to be
commended.
WANDA L. ROARK
Stephen F. Austin State College
Rawhide Texas. By Wayne Gard. Norman, Oklahoma (University of
Oklahoma Press), 1965. xi+236 pp. Illustrations and index. $5.95.
As the author notes in his preface this is "a series of informal sketches
of various aspects of pioneer life in Texas." Written by Dallas news-
paperman Wayne Gard who has written six previous books about the
American West, Rawhide Texas consists of 17 ehaptel's dealing with as-
recta of life and labor in Texas during the 19th and early 20th centuries.
Several chapters are deyoted to general topics such as weather conditions,
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transportation problems, and intellectual and cultural activities in early
Texas, while other chapters are devoted to cattlemen, sheepherders, fann-
ers, planters, Indians, doctors, ministers, lawyers, lawmen, editors, teach-
ers, and hunters. Emphasis is placed upon stories of individual Texans,
and together their stories form a composite picture of social conditions in
t.he state. Readers of western history will be reminded of the various
works of Everett Dick, whose Sod House Frontier has long been regarded
as a classic study of social institutions on the Upper Plains.
Here are noted cattlemen of the state, such as Captain Richard King
and Shanghai Pierce, great plantation owners such as Jared Groce, Julien
S. Devereux, and Judge William W. Morris, lawmen such as Jack Hays and·
L. H. McNelly, frontier doctors such as P. C. Coleman and Henry Hoyt,
and buffalo hunters such as the Mooar brothers. East Texas readers will
note with interest that a chapter on "black gold" features the Spindletop
discovery which marked the beginning of the modern fuel~oil industry.
This is an entertaining book, skillfully written and handsomely illus-
trated. Although it contains little new information it is a storehouse of
interesting facts and figures about life in early Texas and forms a'val-
uable supplement to the usual political histOl'ies found in text books. Un-
fortunately it does not contain footnote citations, a 'failure which wiII
reriously limit the usefulness of the book to serious historians. Too, it
would appeal' that some reorganization of materials within various chap-
ters would provide for more overall unity of the work. And finally this
reviewer feels the title of the book is misleading; discussion of such varied
subjects as plantation homes, oil discoyel'ies, and the Galveston stonn of
1900 indicates the scope of the work is .Iarger than the title would indicate.
RALPH A. WOOSTER
Lamal' State College of Technology
William Stevenson: Riding Prellcher. By Walter N. Vemon. Dallas
(Southern Methodist University Press), 1964. xiii+78 pp. l1Iush'a-
tions, notes, and index. $1.45 (paperback).
This small biography of the man who was supposed to be the fil'st PI'Ot-
estant minister to deliver a sermon in Texas provp.s the pl'Oposition that
some scholars have been making for a number of years: There are too
many book length works that should be, more propel'1y, articles. Mr. Ver-
non's book is a perfect example. This slender volume contains 73 pages
of text and notes, but much of the spacp. ill wasted on ilTelevant informa-
tion-particularly genealogy. The author has worked diligently in the
liource materials, but it is c1eal' that these soul'ces are limited. He use's
much material, which is neither important nor relative, to add to the
length of the work, MI'. Vernon needed an editol'. That he did not find
one is both obvious and unfortunate. The wUl'k should have been trimmed
to an article of about twenty pages. Failul'C' to edit has resulted in much
of the book beinl'\' not only i1:I'elevant, but terribly dull,
This work traces, insofal' as limited research material has allowed, the
life of the 'Rev. William Stevenson, a Methodist frontier preacher. Steven-
son was bol'll in South Carolina in 1768. At twenty-fuUl' he moved to Ten-
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nessee. There he married and moved to Viloginia for a ShOl't while, then
to Kentucky where he was converted to Methodism, then back to Tennessee
where two )'ears later he toole up the ministlT. From Tennessee he moved
his large and growing family to Missouri. ThE're he prospered, even run_
ning for public office, a race whieh hE' lost to Stephen F. Austin, but in
1815, he decided to ride a circuit in southwE'st Arkansas. It was during
the first year of this task that, in violation of Mexican law, he first
preached in northeast Texas. He then established himself on a permanent
basis in Arkansas, serving for a time in the tE'ITitorial legislature. His
ministry in this area won the title of the "Father llf Methodism in Arkan-
sas," Stevenson then closed his career in Louisiana and lived there until
his death in 1857.
Another major weakness of the work is that it fails to capture the Spil'it
and character of frontier America of the period. With better organization
and with some editing much of the wasted space could have been devoted
to the atmosphere in which frontier ministers, such as Stevenson, worked.
The book is not, however, a total loss. It has some information about
the frontier. It captures some of the religious sentiment of the time. And
it. tells a good deal about its subject. Yet one has the feeling that Rev.
Stevenson, devoted to helping man and dedicated to the work of God, de-
serves better than Mr. Vernon was able to do for him.
CARL L. DAVIS
Stephen F. Austin State College
Some EQlrly Southeast Texas Families. By Thomas A, Wilson. Edited
by Madeleine Martin. Houston (Lone Star Press), 1965. 174 pp. Il-
lustrations, index. $6.50.
The prevalence of interest in and the practice of genealogical research
has traditionally excited the cynicism and sometimes the envy of trained
historians. Both callings lean heavily on the other for their tools of re-
search and philosophical purpose, which is the tracing of man's path
through the past ages to some modern, if temporary, station. They differ
only in principle. The genealogist is usually interested in one man, or
one family, whereas the historian is interested generally in men and how
they interacted with other men to affect their age and subsequent ages.
Frequently, however, they blend so completely as to erase this difference.
In that case the genealogist is a pretty fair historian, and the historian is
an accomplished genealogist, at least as far as his biographical subjects
are concerned. Thus, this volume by Thomas A. Wilson is basically a work
of genealogy based on the personal reminiscences of an early southeast
Texas inhabitant, and it is also a valuable reference for the historian of
the area.
Thomas Wilson was born in 1866, and his first childhood memories deal
with the aftermath of the Civil War. He grew to maturity amid the l'Ural
development of Jasper and Newton counties, and learned firsthand the
family relationship and principal events of individual lives which form
the backbone of this book. Wilson's adult life was spent in several loca-
tions within the two counties, but its majority was passed in Kirbyville,
B small lumbering town which is virtually on the line that eeparates them.
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He engaged in several businesses that involved considerable public contact,
and thus was able to maintain a good working knowledge of the births,
marriages, and death. that altered by deletion 01' addition the various fam-
ily arrangements of lOutheast Texas.
In 1931 he began to write short sketches about the pioneer families
of the area for periodical publication in the Kirbyville BannM' and the
Newton News. They were frequently incomplete, and though checked
against other surviving veterans of those lusty years, sometimes inaccu-
rate. For a number of years the articles lay fallow until Madeleine Mar-
tin edited them for the present publication. Her edition was a painstaking
labor of checking county records for vital statistics and consulting with
numerous people in Newton and Jasper counties to verify the nearly for-
gotten events of other lives. The result is a rich harvest. She has when
possible fully identified persons mentioned onl}' by abbreviation or casual
reference, and provided additional information about many persons that
was not known even to Wilson. In many respects, her footnotes are more
valuable than the text, And they are obviously better substantiated. This is
llot to charge Wilson with deliberate inaccuracy or even much accidental
misinterpretation; clearly, he knew where all the bodies were buried and
did not hesitate to say 80. His family histories are full of references to
homicides, imprisonments, fast exits, and narrow escapes. They are
equally full of accomplishments, religious devotion, educational attainment,
and public service. In short, they present a good cross section of the
kinds of lives these people led, and as is common to all of humanity, some
of it is creditable and some of it is not.
There are no internal chapter divisions, nor are the families of the two
counties appreciably divided, although Newton County seems to have con-
tributed the preponderant number. For the 185 families considered, the
following information is given: date of arrival in Texas, and past history;
place of birth; name of mate and birth date; marriage date; birth and
death of all children; and when possible, names and dates of their matefi
and children. As is suggested above, this mass of names and dates is suffi-
ciently cemented with family anecdotes to preserve the work from the drab-
ness of the census report. There are two factors of which the reader
should be informed. First, some of the information is regrettably still
possibly inaccurate; and second, this edition preserves the time sense in
which the articles were originally witten. For example: "Uncle Cicero is
&till living and is nearly ninety years old" (p. 64); Uncle Cicero would be
at least 120 now and undoubtedly has passed on to his reward. The men-
tal gymnastics that this style sometimes requires is not really troublesome,
so long as it is recognized.
This reviewer is personally familiar with the history of one branch of
the McMahon family covered in these pages, and can testify to the accuracy
of the information provided for them, Presumably this may serve as a
representative sampling that will bear witness to the general accuracy of
the entire piece.
The index is the hero of the volume. It is of course alphabetical, but
all of the descendants of the family founders are listed beneath theil' gen-
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eral paternal divisions, thus greatly facilitating cross-reference. Under
this system there are approximately 4,000 individuals listed.
Finally, what is the merit of this volume1 As Cooper Ragan's Fore-
word suggests, its value will increase with the 'years as more and more
family members are born and then move away tv Beaumont, or Houston or
New York. Somewhere far away they will begin to wonder where it all
started, perhaps they will even muse about piney woods and Cow Creek,
and Great-Grandfather's Bounty Grant. The pressure of group society
and the isolation of the crowd will compel many to seek roots and founda-
tions in the soil of an earlier age. But Some Early Southeast Texas Fam-
ilies does not have to wait another thirty years to have value; it has it
right now for everyone who just wants to know who Aunt Polly married,
or when Uncle Jim died, or perhaps to see how many horse thieves were
in other people's families.
ARCHIE P. McDONALD
Stephen F. Austin State College
A HistCW1J of Blanco County. By John W. Speer. Edited by Henry C. Arm-
bruster. Austin (The Pemberton Press), 1965. iv+80 pp. Appendix
of Blanco County officials, illustrations, and index. $7.50.
Blanco County, 'a lazy, small hill country county about thirty miles west
of Austin, was originally a part of Burnet, Hays, Comal, and Gillespie
Counties. Named for the Blanco River, which crosses its southern sector,
the county became a political and governmental entity in 1858, five years
after Captain James H. Callahan, a scout from Georgia, camped in the
valley of the Blanco and became attached to its beauty.
John W. Speer, mercantile magnate in Blanco County in the last three
decades of the nineteenth century, quite possibly was a resident of the
county one year after its foundation. He apparently was a man who pos-
sessed a sharp mind and an unusual memory. Henry C. Armbruster, ed-
itor of the small volume, notes in his introduction that Speer was the rec-
ognized "scribe" of the county.
A History of Blanco Cou.nty is a chronological presentation of Speer's
recollections and observations; as such it constit.utes primary source ma-
terial. He includes comments on most events of local significance between
the years 1853 and 1884---quite often, however, in terse, enigmatic refer-
ences to passing events. He notes, for example, that "the beginning of 1861
found our people partaking of the excitement" of the Civil War, but omits
any comment on the election of Lincoln and the resulting secession. Too,
Spee!" gives only brief attention to the war experiences of the citizens of
his area. "Scribe" Speer's wit abounds, particularly in his references to
"draft dodging" and to monetary inflation and Confederate currency. The
book also has value for its numerous references to Blanco sources of
early income-eotton, cattle driving, sheep raising, and others. Like many
volumes of reminiscences, Speer's story is strongly impregnated with names
of early settlers and prominent local people. In "Chapter Fifteen" the
"scribe" allows himself to wax philosophical and to slip into an attack
about the local superintendent of schools; in the fonner instance he muses
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about human fallibility, and in the latter he assails the new schoolman in
the county as "a little finikin, band-boxy biped."
Professor Armbruster's editorial work is worthy of note. He has sim-
plified and clarified most of the points in the narrative where unusual
spelling and anachronistic punctuation would hinder the reader. Unfor-
tunately for buffs of local Texas history, the chapters covering the years
1872-1874 and 1875-1878 are missing. Their absence is conspicuous, but
it should be noted that Speer, writing in 1885, was not writing a complete
catalog of occurrences. Sketches by Connie Armbruster will be appre-
ciated by readers. Of special note is the appendix-a listing of Blanco
County officials from earliest record to 1964.
Although A History of Blanco County is a slender volume, it will be
a welcomed addition to the libraries of histolians of the Texas hill coun.
try and to the state's several fine collections of Texana.
THOMAS L. CHARLTON
San Antonio College
Barnes F. Latrop, Migration Into East Texas-18.J5.1860: A Study from
the United States Census, The Texas State Historical Association
(Austin, 1949).
The modern developments of statistical technology and the imaginative
application and methodology of scholars in a variety of disciplines enable
the otherwise mute and colorless numbers and figul'es tabulated in the
decennial appraisal of our population through the census to produce in_
sightful glimpses into existing patterns of human behavior. The quanti-
tative evaluations of the population through the censuses have always had
routine uses of common knowledge to all social scientists. The demographic
calculations involved in the apportionment of seats in the United States
House of Representatives use the census schedules and the reports based
upon them to determine whether or not the representation of any state
need be increased or diminished. Census rolls indicate rather accurately
where people are living, what they are doing, the size of each family,
and numerous other factors of pertinence, depending upon the nature of
the questions to be asked on the current census schedules prepared for use
by the enumerators in the field. Most of the earlr censuses attempted no
more than a rather simple tabulation of population with emphasis on
status, age, and sex. Other than the heads of families, the reflections of
people was portrayed primarily in numbers, rather than personalities.
The use of family records, biographical data, and residence statistics
in census reports has great value for the researcher, insofar as it can
portray something about the volume and direction of the movements of
our increasingly mobile population. It is the author's thesis that there is
Il sizeable degree of inaccuracy and inadequacy in the traditional use of
census statistics which tend to obscure the actual steps of population mi-
gration and which indicate. little or nothing about the persons themselves.
This book is the result of an extensive investigation by the author
based on a grant from the Rockefeller Committee of the Texas State His-
torical Association. The study itself utilized a new method of evaluating
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census reports and unprinted census records which was intended to derive
a greater store of knowledge about the sources and annual rates of popu-
lation movements into a region, establish numerous characteristics of mi-
grant families, and to give a more correct statistical picture of the "anat-
omy" of interstate migration. The scope of the study is circumscribed by
using the census schedules from 1850 through the census of 1880. The
author illustrates rather thoroughly that this actually reveals the nature
of population ramblings from the 1835-1836 period up to the 1879-1880
period. Some nineteen counties in East Texas, broken down into groups
comprising a northern, a central, and a southern section, are used as bases
for the study. The author concedes that the control group of counties
was neither fully indicative of migration patterns for the entire state of
Texas nor certainly for the whole South. It was adequate to test and
to demonstrate his innovations for the use of census reports and to illus-
trate the great flexibility and versatility of the device for scholars in many
fields.
The neglect of unprinted census reports as valuable research soui';~s
for historians, political scientists, and sociologists, which the author de-
cries, has been eroded considerably in the last twenty years. With the
"child-ladder" method proposed and applied by the author, it is possible
to detect with some precision and in really human terms the movemel,t
of persons into the nineteen counties in East Texas which formed the sub-
jects of this pilot study. On the surface the procedure for determining
the movement of a family from some other state to East Texas during the
period covered by the study seems quite simple. This requires that the
dates and places of the birth of children be pel'llsed, noting any changes
in the residence of a family suggested by significant lapses in the time and
place between births. The researcher must be cal'eful to ascertain that all
the listed children in the "ladder" are siblings. and other precautions must
accompany the application of the formula.
While affirming the basic value of his method, the author balances his
confidence in its efficacy by conceding some basic shortcomings which must
be taken into account. Certain statistical corrections also need to be made.
Some of these are caused by the primitive character of eady census sched-
ules and the inherent foibles of the field enumerators. The imprecision of
public records, the fact that at least three types of migrants do not lend
themselves to direct computation by his method, and a host of other var-
iables somewhat limit the child-ladder formula. The author is quite candid
about these limitations and makes no pretentious claims beyond the demon-
strably practical applications of his procedures tested in the study he su-
pervised. He maintains that the child-ladder method very reliably de-
scribes the direct or single move migration into Texas, though not SG ac-
curately for moves within the state or indirect moves through several
states before arrival in Texas. The exaggerations which result from Ii
simple use of the gross totals of census figures (overstatement of recent
and understatement of earlier migration) are somewhat ameliorated by
Professor Lathrop's formula. He effectively demonstrates that it can give
worthy insights into migration into early East Texas as primarily a farm
and family movement.
For the student of early East Texas lore, the book's chapter on the ori-
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JAMES G. DlcKso~
Stephen F. Austin State College
gins of the immigrants dudng the period should be helpful. The tables
and charts and figures. supplemented by textual elaborations should be of
monumental assistance, providing factual data in either a superficial study
or one of more profound proportions. It should be helpful in any efforts
to determine the ingredients and human forces which combined to produce
the particular flavor which is charactelistic of East Texas in the nine-
teenth century or today. The author's encouragement of greater use of
census statistics and his demonstration of how fruitful it can be is graph-
ically illustrated in his description of the plimar): SOUl'ces of the migrants
into East Texas and a number of factors which he presents as typical of
these important movements of families and individuals from other parts of
the United States. The versatility of his utilitalian approach to research
is manifest in its applicability to every state or parts of every state which
have realized the high volume influx of agricultural immigration during
the period covered by Dr. Lathrop's investigations.
This book is not the book one would choose for "light reading to while
liway a cold winter evening." To the person who is not an experienced
lesearcher, and more particularly one not acquainted with the field of
statistics, the author's explanations of his child-ladder method can be con-
fusing. The book's primary virtuell lie in the important stimulus which
it can give to readers in the social sciences for opening up new avenues
of patterns of human behavior. The book should be of particular interest
to the provincial or local historian or political scientist. The child-ladder
method is especially adaptable to their needs.
For researchers in the field, the author has suggested the depositories
for census returns of the seventh, eighth, ninth, and tenth census (1850-
1880) in the Texas State Library and the Archives Collection of the Li-
brary of the University of Texas as good starting places for their studies.
Of particular note for the beginning user of census returns is the author's
admonition to be aware of the imperfections in the data available in these
resources. To overcome these, the author suggests that the student of
the data equip himself with a thorough study of the cdtical literature in
the field, to inspect carefully the particular returns, both as to questions
and answers, and to account for the element of human errol' inevitably
involved in census taking. In the process, the author provides some val-
uable, though not too numerous bibliographical references which could
widen the scope of study for the serious student or researcher. His ex-
amples of a sort of inter-eolumn movement from one table and figure to
another and the relationships which can produce more imaginative con-
clusions for the researcher are very valuable, even to the trained scholar.
Professor Lathrop strikes a happy balance between the shorteomings
of census statistics and the great store of knowledge which they encom-
pass and can disdose to the astute observer. Probably his most interesting
essertion is that the thorough and open-minded study of the census returns
with which he spent so much time can greatly improve our knowledge and
understanding of the COmD)on man in the mid-nineteenth century. On the
whole, the book is of considerable worth both as a guide to other sources
and as a source itself.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
The Third Annual meeting of the East Texas Historical Association
will be on September 25, 1965, in the College Center on the campus of Ste-
phen F. Austin State College. Registration will begin at nine o'clock in
the morning. Three papers and a coffee break will conclude the morning
session. Luncheon will be served in the Ballroom followed by a business
session. President Seth Walton will preside at the luncheon and business
session.
Terrell W. Connor, of Daingerfield, is pl·ogram chairman; Mrs. Charles
Martin, of Kirbyville, is chairman of the nominating committee fOI· new
lJfficers.
The Tejas Room in the College Center will be used to house historical
E'xhibits planned by historical societies, or by c0unty historical. survey
committees. Exhibits may be placed in the Te.ias Room Friday afternoon
or Saturday morning.
St-e]Jhen F. Au.,tin State College
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The editors footnoted an article published in the March, 1965, issue of
the East Texas Historical J9Urnal by Colonel Harold B. Simpson to the
t'ffect that Walter W. Williams, who died December 19, 1959, claimed to
have served in Hood's Texas Brigade.
Thomas E. Turner, chief of the Central Texas News Bureau of the
Dallas Morning News, the discoverer of "Uncle Walt," passed Williams
claim that he served in "Company C, 5th Cavalry of Hood's Texas Brigade"
~o Colonel Simpson. Colonel Simpson states that Hood's Texas Brigade
was composed of all infantry regimenis, hence Williams was mistaken
in thinking he served in this particular Brigade. The Missi88ippi State
.~rchives shows a Private Walter W. Williams served in Company C, 5th
Mississippi Cavalry, This unit, according to Colonel Simpson, probably
~erved in Hood's army for Hood commanded the Army of Tennessee from
July to December 1864, but Hood's army and Hood's Texas Brigade were
two completely different units, and there was no connection between them.
Colonel Simpson has personally gone over the muster rolls of "Company
C, 5th Texas Infantry" in the National Archives and he found no Walter
Williams. He did find three Williams: F. M. Williams, James Williai,\s.
and William K. Williams. He also found that William K. was killed at
Antietam, that F. M. was promoted third sergeant, and James disappeared.
Walter W. Williams in his 1932 application fo!' pension said he enlisted
in the Confederate army at Blue Mountain, Tennessee in 1864. He was
in the Confederate Army, but never in Hood's Texas Brigade.
Mrs. M. D. Trapp, Jr., of Coldspring, writes that Francis W. Johnson
and his wife Rozela were listed in the 1850 Polk County census. The
~:ame Francis W. Johnson was one of the earliest settlers in present da}"
San Jacinto County, and lived at Geneva on the San Jacin.to River. Sar.
Jacinto County was created from Polk County in 1870. Francis W. John-
!Ion of San Jacinto County had alsl) served as a postmaster during the Re-
public of Texas. Mrs. Trapp wants to know if the Polk and San Jacinto
.Johnson was the same as the Fl'ancia W. Johnson of the Texas Army.
The San Jacinto Museum and History Association has recentl}" pub-
lished a pamphlet The Honor Rolf of the Battle of San Jacinto which in-
cludes a complete list of the participants in the battle and also those who
were assigned, by General Houston, on detached service.
The rolls, so the pamphlet states, "are substantially the result of a
lifetime dedication to the study of the sources of Texas history by the
late L. W. Kemp. Mr. Kemp was president of the Board of Trustees
of the San Jacinto Museum and History Association at the time of his death.
The rolls as compiled by ,M,r. Kemp were first published in 1951."
The address of the San Jacinto Museum and History Association is
San Jacinto Monument, Texas.
The Humble Oil and Refining Company, SouthweotRegion Public Rela-
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tions Department, Houston 1, Texas, has published a pamphlet with the
title of Direetof"')/, 'Texas Historical Museums. On the inside cover th~
:!ltatement is made that to see and to save the heritage of Texas it has






'This is the RAMPS program.
Texas History is being accomplished through the Texas Historicai
Foundation which actively supplements the work of th~ Texas State His-
torical SUTVey Committee.
The pamphlets list the museums in Texas alphabetically.
The spring meeting of the East Texas Historical Association was held
on March 20, 1965 on the campus of Tyler Junior College. The morning
program consisted of a paper read by Professor Ralph Wooster of Lamar
State College of Technology, "Life in Civil War East Texas"; a papel'
read by Professor James Dickson of Stephen F. Austin State College, "A.
A. Nelson: Surveyor, Citizen: A Personal Profile"; and a discussion with
!>lides on "Old Rusk County Houses" by Mrs. Gordon Brown, Mrs. Carl
Jaggers, and Mrs. Mary Frank Dunn.
At the luncheon, President Seth Walton of East Texas Baptist College,
made his report. The luncheon speaker was Miss Sue Flanagan of Austin.
Miss Flanagan showed slides and discussed her recent publication, Sam
Houston's Texas.
A tour followed the luncheon program which included Camp Ford, and
the Goodlnan Museum. The Goodman Museum is the museum of the Tyler
Historical Society.
On Thursday, June 17, 1965, the Jefferson Jimplecute issued its one
hundredth anniversary edition. The founder of the Jim.plecute was Ward
Taylor, Jr., the third son of the Reverend Ward Taylor and Ann Mathews
Taylor. The Taylor family came to Texas in 1845 and first settled in Cass
County. In the one hundred years of its existence, the name Jim.plecute
has brought about. much comment. In itl!l one hundredth anniversary edi-
tion the present editors explain the significance of the name thus:
"Since the compilation of the word Jimplecute, the curious, the thought-
less, the thoughtful, the learned and the unlearned, have been curious to
know the significance of the word. The linguists of renown have failed
to find any trace of the word in any of the live ':>1' dead languages. We
have at last decided to place before our readers an origin of the word,
and let those who have characterized the name as being meaningless, see
how far wrong they were. We doubt if th~re is a name carried by the
entire newspaper fraternity, that has more significance, than the Jimple-
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cllte! It is the friend of all the elements that build up the country, it is
absolutely free from politics. It is a friend of labor, likewise capital. It
advocates industry, and greatest of all it advocates friendship and unity












We leave with pride and satisfaction the explanation of the word which
has so long been slandered as being meaningless, unpronounceable and
such complimentary enconiums. To all such the Jim.plecute sends greet-
ings and in the kindliest of spirits say 'that he who laughs last, last best.'
While, perhaps, 'a rose would smell so sweet bl<' any other name,' yet there
is no name that we are familiar with that carries with it so much promise,
so much significance, such hope as that grandest of words The Jimplecute."
In the 1850's and 1860's Jefferson was one (of the lal'gest and most
important cities in Texas. It was the second largest inland port in the
state, but misfortunes of various types came, and today Jefferson's popu-
lation is approximately 3,400. This quaint and colorful city has refused
to fade into history. An enterprising citizenship has been stirred to utilize
its many assets and today it is considered the "heart" of the East Texas
tourist attractions.
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